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ABSTRACT.

The population of Saskatchewan is widely but thinly
distributed. This creates difficulties in providing special
ized health services, such as the interpretation of electro

physiological signals, to the many small remote communities�

It is not economically justifiable to situate specialists,
such as cardiologists in small communities where the volum�
of work to be done is small. Aside from this, physicians
with advanced skills don't care to reside in small communities.

Efforts to train lay readers hav� so far been strongly opposed.
by the medd,c al profession.

T.o im-prove these interpretive services in remote

areas, it is therefore proposed to telemeter the electro

physiological signals to a larger'center for diagnosis.
.

This thesis describes the natur-e of and rationale

for the construction of an economical device which would

enable the transmission of electrophysiological signals over

a single voice grade telephone line.
. .

The equipment which was constructed digitized three

simultaneous channels of 100 HZ bandwidth each. Provision

is made for later expansion to four channels. The digitized
samples are recorded on an economical digital cassette tape
recorder. Characters are inserted prior to recording for

. error detection and correction. Use·of this intermediate



storage enables the playback of the recorded data over the
communications channel at any speed less·that 1200 bau,<i.
The digitized signals can thus be transmitted directly,
over relatively narrow band channels such as the direct

,
,

distance dial (DDD) telephone n�twork.
Analog circuitry was constructed to suitabl_y ,

condition electrocardiographic signals for transmission by
this system. However, tb..e device could be used .for other

data of similar characteristics.
The equiptp,ent was successfully tested using a computer

to perform the necessary decoding and reconversion of .the
transmitted data to its original form. The total cost of the

parts for this system was approximately $3,000.

iv
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problems Associated with the Interpretation of the

Electrocardiograms of Patients in Remote Areas

Recordings of electrophysiological signals can provide

important clinical information. Electrocardiograms (ECGls)

and electroencephalograms (EEGls) in particular are widely

used in the diagnosis of disorders of the heart and brain.

Here we will be mainly concerned with ECG and related record-

ings from the circulatory system. They can be recorded in

most cases. by a nurse or paramedical person. However, the

interpretation of these waveforms requires in general the

skills of medical specialists� It is not economical to

situate such specialists in a ru�al or smaller urban area

( 3)where the volume of work to be done is not great. Besides,

very few physicians with advanced skills care for residing in

such locations. Efforts to train lay readers have so far met

strong opposition from the medical profession. To obtain

electrocardiographic data from a patient in a remote location

it is therefore necessary to either transport the patient or

the patientls electrocardiogram to the diagnostic center.

The first alternative is advantageous in that all the

facilities of the larger center are available for the diagnos-
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tic process. However, in some cases moving the patient may

present undesirable. risks. It may also'be quite expensive

if the distances involved are great and communication links

poor.

The second alternative is widely practised in

SaSkatchewan but also suffers from some serious drawbacks.

, The ECG records are usually sent to the cardiologist through

the mail. This means that much time is taken up by mere

handling of the records, both by medical and postal staff.

The time lag between the taking of the ECG and the receipt
of the results may therefore be of the order of two weeks�

.In the case of a critically ill patient such a delay may be

unacceptable. Also, the postal service may be somewhat unreliable

due, for example, to bad weathe.r or labour difficulties. Thus,

if physical transportation of the patient is to be avoided

and ,communication of the ECG is .to be fast, efficient, and

reliable, some alternate means of communt.catLon must be used.

1.2 Proposed Improvements in Communication of the ECG

A very significant improvement in the communication

of ECG records over long distances could be achieved, not

by developing a new technology, but rather by utilizing

existing data handling.techniques and facilities.
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Perhaps the most extensive data-handling facility

in existence is the switched telephone network. By using

this medium, a ready-made link is available to almost any

location in the province. An important drawback ,to ,this is

that the sWitclled telephone network was originally designed

for voice communication only and thus presents some diffi

culties for the transmission of other types of data� The

nature of these difficulties will be discussed in chapter two.,

An EGG transmission system utilizing the switched

telephone network could be given the capability of

an ECG record from the rural location either under local

or upon a command telemetered from the larger urban

This facility, combined with some electronic form

'of storage for the ECG, could increase the flexibility of

the system by allowing automatic un�ided transmission, thus

freeing hospital staff for other duties. In addition, such

an automated system could be used as part of an .autromated

"ECG interpretation system.

1.2.1 Remote terminal,

To achieve reliable low cost transmission of EGG's

over the telephone network, it is necessary to provide special
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terminal equipment both at the rural location and at the

urban center. The work outlined in this thesis was towi;\rd

development of the equipm�nt at the remote or sending

location.

This equipment will be referred to as the remote

terminal. The following chapter, outlines the main design

considerations for this terminal.
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2. TRANSMlSSrON SYSTEM OESIGN ALTERNATIVES

This chapter presents discussions dealing with the

main design alternatives for the remote terminal. Justif-

ications are mq.de for the �odulation method chosen (PCM),

sampling rates, channel bandwidths, and the use of inter-

mediate storage of the data to be transmitted. Prefatory to

these discussions, however, are some remarks on the desir-

ability of simultaneous multichannel transmission and also

on the pertinent Characteristics of the switched telephone

n.etwork.

2.1 SimultaneoUs Multichannel Transmission of the ECG

The lead system which is presently used by the majority
(11) (12)

of physicians is the twelve lead scalar system. In

this system, electrodes are attached to the limbs of the

patient and also to the chest. Six different electrode

positions on the chest are used. A particular arrangement

of two electrodes is termed a lead. Thus, the name of this

system, the twelve lead scalar system, is derived from the

fact that twelve different arrangements of the electrodes

are used to obtain electrical signals. In this lead system,

each of the twelve separate leads are generally recorded in
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sequence. Thus, if the data which are obtained from this

system are to be telemetered, it would be necessary to

transmit only one lead at a time. Since the bandwidth

required for each lead is about 80 HZ (see section 2.4),

it is not particularly difficult to transmit the ECG Over

a standard voice grade telephone circuit (see sections 2.2

and 2.3).

As previously mentioned, the 12 lead scalar system

is the one most commonly used at present. However, a

requirement also exists for the use of the vectorcardiogram
(8) (11) (12)

(VCG) • The vectorcardiogram may be thought of as

a three dimensional representation of the electrical activity

of the heart. It is obtained by suitable arrangement of

the electrodes such that this activity is projected onto

three different axes. This, unlike the 12 lead scalar system,

involves the simultaneous recording of three ECG leads. For

transmission of the VCG it is desirable that these three

leads are telemetered simultaneously. In this case, multi�

plexing must be provided for three 80 HZ channels to enable

transmission over the DDD network.

2.2 Problems Associated with ECG Transmission over the
Switched Telephone Network

The switched telephone network was designed primarily
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for voice transmission. The typical voice channel has a

(18) . .HZ to 3000 HZ, wh1ch 1S
bandwidth extending from 300

sufficient for human speech. In addition, the information

content of human speech is contained in the power spectrum

over this band. The phase relationships of the various

frequency components are relatively unimportant in vocal

communication. Consequently, no special efforts were made

tp make the phase characteristic of a standard voice

channel linear. (See, for example, Vilips, 1972, section I).

Minimum random noise levels are not specified for

the DDD network. Typical noise levels on long distance

DIiD circuits, according to Vilips,. 1972, p. 30, are ... 48 to

-60 dbm. Due to the line losses of from 20 to 26 db, a

typical signal to noise-ratio (SNR) on the long distance

DDD network is therefore of the order of 28 db.

Another kind of noise which is present on telephone

lines is impulse noise. Impulse noise consists of large

amplitude spikes of short duration. These spikes often

occur in bursts of several spikes. On the average, the

incidence of impulse noise is 75 counts exceeding 5db below

received signal level in 15 minutes for a long distance
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. . . (17)

c�rcu�t. The main sources of impulse noise are line

switching equipment in ODD switching centers and private

branch exchange (PBX) equipment in local telephone exchanges.

A DDD call may be routed through as many as seven switching

centers before reaching its destination (see Vilips, 1972,

p. 26). Thus, the incidence of impulse noise on a circuit

will be related to the routing of the call.

The above mentioned characteristics apply to a

typical voice grade telephone circuit on the DDD network.

It is possible and indeed not uncommon for these charact-

eristics to be degraded considerably from the values

mentioned for an individual circuit, especially for a rural

line.

For an ECG signal and. other electrophysiological
i

signalq such as the electroencephalogram (EEG) the information

content of the signal is resident in the wave shape rather

than in the power spectrum. Not only are the amplitudes

Of the frequency components important but.·S'O are their phase

relationships to each other. Thus, considerable wave shape

distortion may occur if the phase characteristics of the

channel excessively disturb the phase relationships of the

frequency components of the ECG signal. Although the shape

of the. amplitude characteristics of a telephone circuit

is well controlled, varying line lQsses can cause ch�nges
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in absolute magnitude of a signal being passed. This may

cause calibration probJ,.ems if, for example, the signal

was amplitude modulated.

If the amplitude and phase characteristics of the

channel are known, then it is theoretically possible to

design compensating networks to reduce the distorting

effects on the signal. This is exten$ively done when

dedicated lines are used. However, f6r the DDD network

it .i,s not known beforehand which circuit will ultimately

be connected. Since there may be a wide variation in the

characteristics of the line a fixed network wOl..lld not be

suitable for every connection, and distortion would ultim

atelyoccur.

l\utomatic adaptive equalizers are available which

are capable of neutralizing the effects of most distortions

in the received signal which are caused by the undesirable

characteristics of a circuit. However, as pointed out by

Vilips (l972� section �), these devices are complex and

costly, thus precluding their use in a system where cost is

of ptime importance.

Leased or dedicated lines would avoid the variable

nature of the characteristics of DDD circuits. However,

leased lines cost, at present, typically $4 per month per

mile per circuit. In an area such as Saskatchewan, where
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many stations and relatively large geographical distances

are involved, a system based on leased circuits would be

very costly to operate.

From the preceding discussions, it is evident that

ElD.Y ECG telemetry system which utilizes the DDD network

must; be capable, to a reasonable extent (there will always

be some circuits which will be unusable) of transmitting
.

good quality ECG's; over circui1;s of varying losses, noise,
...

and phase characteristics •. In tQ_9 case of Baskabchewan ,

use of the DDD network is essential if the system is to be

economical.

,

':-, ;.

Modulation Tecbniques.for ECG Transmission

the DDD Network

A treatment of the early history of ECG telephony
. is given by Co.oper and Caceres (196,5, 1'1'. 15-17) in reference

(1). At the turn. of the century, -sever-al experiments were.

conducted towards the direct transmission of ECG's over the

telephone wires of the day. Direct transmission is not possible

over the present switched telephone network because of the

severe low frequency .c < 300 i�) attenuatiop. of the system.

Such low frequency attenuation would eradicate an ECG signal,
.

..

. the signific ant frequency component s of which are in the

: range of 0.4 to 80 HZ. (19) (20)
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Amplitude modulation (AM) is capable of translating

the ECG frequency components up into the telephone voice

channel pass band, but suffers from two important drawbacks.

The first is noise. It was mentioned in the

previous section that the typical received SNR for a long

haul DDD circuit was 28 db. This is unacceptable for good

( 19)ECG transmission. An SNR of at least 40 db is desirable.

Since the 28 db SNR of the DDD circuit was received with the

maximum allowable (by the telephone company) transmit signal

level of -3 dhn, no improvement in SNR is possible. In

fact, SNR's significantly worse than that are likely to be

encountered. Even for a local area call, the expected SNR

is 34 db. Impulse noise would also cause large magnitude

artifacts in the ECG signal, further degrading performance.

Fl;.'om a noise viewpoint alone, therefore, AM is an unacceptable

means of ECG transmission over the DDD network.

Notwithstanding the noise problem, there is a second

important drawback to AM. Telephone line losses between two

"

given stations may vary significantly from call to call

depending upon the routing of the call. Thus, the absolute

magnitude of the recovered signal would not be certain. This

could cause uncertainties in scale for ECG work. Further.

the non constant envelope delay of the telephone line would

j:!ause the AM sidebands to shift in relative position due to
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their propogating down the line at different speeds. This

would cause a severe distortion of the signal known as

phase distortion which would be most troublesome to wide-

band signals (such as three �CG channels). For narrow band

signals (e.g. single ECG channel) this problem may not be

too serious.

Transmission of the ECG over the DDD network using

amplitude modulation would not therefore be acceptable.

Another alternative is to transmit the ECG using

frequency modulation (FM). Frequency modulation exhibits

a superior signal to noise ratio over AM provided the full

improvement threshold is exceeded and the deviation ratio,

/', is STreater than Ij,r:f'. (2) (15)
Under these conditions, the

SNR improvement is given by Schwartz (1970) as

(So)
(No)FM

= [3(6 (So)
(N-o) AM

(2-1)

where (So) =

(No) FM
demodulated SNR for FM

= deviation ratio

and (So) =

(No) AM
demodulated SNR for AM

since, for 100% modulation

(So) = Sc

(No) AM Nc

where SC =
..

SNR for the carrier
Nc
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Equation (2-1) states that the SNR improvement of FM over

AM increases directly with deviation ratio.

An example of an FM EeG system is the Bell model

603, which exhibits a deviation ratio of 6.5. Its noise

improvement over AM is thus, from equation (2-1),

(So) > = 3 (6.5) (So)
(No) FM (No) AM

= 11.3

N

21.0 db.

If the SNR of; the carrier Sc, is assumed to be
NC

equal to the typical value for a long distance ODD circuit

of 28 db, then, by sUbstituting into equations (2-2) and

(2-1) we have

(So)
(NO) FM

= 21.0 db+ 28 db

� 49 db.

This is a satisfactory SNR for EeG transmission,

but was obtained by using a wideband FM system with a devi
+

ation of - 650 HZ. Such deviations are not possible in a

indicated by equation (2-1). tV)Practical systems
,.

are

single voice circuit for three simultaneous EeG channels.

Systems which are transmitting three simultaneous FM-FDM

channels must use a smal.ler deviation ratio. As the deviation

ratio decreases, the noise improvement over AM decreases as

using deviation ratios 0'£ approximately one, with maximum
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deviations of �. 100 HZ.

For these systems, using equations (2-1) and (�-2)I

(So) :;:: (3)'(1) ·(Sc)
-,-

(No)fM (Nc)

= 4.8 db + 28 db

(So)
'V

33 db=

(No)FM

Actual measurements on a Bell 604 three channel

t i.nd i d' f db (17)
sys,em In lcate an lrnprovement 0 7 over AM. This

was due to the presence ot" bandpass filters for each channel

before the demodulator.

If the cteviation ratio is increased to increase the

noise improvement, the guard bands decrease between the

channels thus increasing the adjacent channel interference

(see figures 2.1 and 2�2).

Another noise problem associated with PM is caused

by impulse nQise, which produces the effects known as

"clicks" and "pops" (Cook and Liff, 1968, chapter 2). These

are caused by damped oscillations in the tuned portions of

the receiver preceding the limiter stages which were them-

selves shock-excited by impulse noise frequency components

which fell in the receiver acceptance band and were amplified

along with the desired carrier. The effect of these oscil-

lations is to produce a sudden momentary change in the

democ;1ulated output which may appear as an artifact on the

resultant ECG trace.
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For narrow band FM,· the duration of the oscillations

is longer than for wideband, but the amplitude of the

oscillations is less. That is, to produce equal amplitude

clicks at the demodulator outputs, it is necessary to apply

larger amplitude impulse noise to the narrow band FM system

than to the wideband FM system. However, illlPulse noise on

telephone lines can be quite large in amplitude relevant to

received signal levels (see section 2.2). Impulse'noise of

this level would likely saturate the limiters of eithe·r the

narrow or wide band FM systems, thus creating large artifacts

in both systems. Narrow band FM is therefore more susceptible ...

to impulse noise on the telephone system because the oscillations

tend to last for a longer period of time.

Although a ty;pical·frequency of occurrence of these

impulses is 75 counts per 15 minutes for a long distance DDD

call; it is altogether possible.that many more. �pulses"may
appear during a significant portion of calls. Further, these

impulses do not tend to occur at random intervals but occur in

17

,
-

bursts. Thus, artifacts produced by these impulses could be

of such magnitude and duration that the record is made unaccept

able for diagnostic purposes.

- Although FM ECG transmission systems may provide

adequate SNR' s for larger deviation' ratios
. (e. g. 6.5), they

are much less effective at the lower deviation ratios (e.g. i)··

required for simultaneous three channel transmission. In

addition, FM;i.s susceptible to.impulse noise which is often

quite pronounced on DDD circuits.
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These shortcomings cari be .redu ced by the use of

pulse code modulation (PCM). A,lthough FM obtains its

superior (to AM) SNR by exchanging bandwidth for SNR, PCM

systems provide an SNR bandwidth exchange which is much more

efficient than that for FM (see, for example, Schwartz, 1970,

p. 458). PCM waveforms are more inunune to phase distortion

than FM. Resolution and accuracy of transmission can be

increased with no change in the channel characteristics.

1\lso, a PCM sigpal makes possible the use of error detection

and correction codes. In addition, telephone companies are

gaining experience in digital transmission, digital modems

capable of speeds of 'up to 1200 baud over the switched net-

work are inexpensive qnd reliable, and enable a return tele-

type channel for tran$mission of i;:he results of the ECG

diagn0sis. By transmitting in digital form, the requirement

for analog to digital (A/D) conversion at the receiving term-

inal of a computer aided diagnostic system is eliminated and

a wide range of data handling equipment is readily available

which further eases interfacing requirements for automated

EC�diagnostic systems. other advantages of PCM transmission

l' d'
(21)

are . Ls t;e ln • Main disaq.vantages are that transmission

times are increased and that it is not possible to transmit

three simultaneous channels in real time over a voice grade

line on the DDD network.
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This last problem was overcome by the use of

intermediqte storage as explained in section �.5. Since

waveshape preservation and artifact - free waveforms are

so critically important in clinical ECG transmission systems

(even mqre S9 for automated systems), and since relatively

poor quality lines are often found in many remote areas, it

was decided to accept the SNR - bandwidth exchange. PCM was

therefore chosen for this system.

,2.4 Pulse Code Modulation Considerations

The minimum sampling rate required in order to

fu�ly reproduce a continuous band limited signal is slightly

more than twice the rate of the highest frequency present

(Schwartz, �970, chapter 3). The sampling rate conventionally

(1 y)( 19)
c�osen on this basis for �CGls is 250 per second.

The sampling aperture time is the period of time

over which the signal is sampled prior to analog to digital

conversion. To produce no more than a 1% error (SNR = 40 db)

the sal.\lpling aperture time must be less than 15% of the

( 17)
time interval between samples. For a sampling rate of

250 per second, the sampling aperture time is 600 microseconds.

The maximum conversion time of the analog to digital converter

which was used was only 50 microseconds, which was well

within the limits imposed above.



The resolution or quantizing

chosen, seven bits, provides 128 quantizing: levels for an

accuracy of! 0.4% (:t � least significant bit). This is

(19)better than is normally possible with analog measurement.

of buffer storage was evidently required.

The maximum excursion about the base line 'of the

ipput sisnal was set to :t 5 miilivolts for !' full scale
,(,.'-,:.:"'_'--- _'--._ ..

as this was fe·lt to. include the range of voltages likely

(16) (17)be encountered in normal or abnormal ECG IS" ,

•

'2'.;5' Intermediate Storage

Intermediate"storage was necessary to allow the

remote terntinal output ba.� rate to be .Il1at;ghEad. w.j.th tlt�

allowable baud rate over the DDD network. The average·

rate, including two dimensional parity bits for three

channels of ECG data was 8.67 KHZ (see figure 3.,5 (b»

4 milliseconds between samples. The maximum bit rate

ently usuable 011 the DDD network is 4.8 K bps',

of a 4,800 bps modem is approximately an order of magnitude

greater than for a 1200 bps modem, which costs at present

only abC?ut $400. Thus, it was necessary to load data ,into

the intermediate storage at the' average rate

to unload data at the rate of 1200 Kbps.
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It was decided to use a magnetic tape unit as the

intermediate storage.

The disadvantages of the intermediat� storage are

that it involved an extra cost, added complexity, and

increased the transmission time.

The advantages qf using this intermediate storage

soon bec:;ame evident, however� �t was possible to unload

the maqne t.Lc tape ul!'\it at any desi:red speed up to 1200 baud.

'l'hu$, virt'!-lally any transmission channel 'may be used to

transmit the ECG dat�. Fc;,r eicampie, remote areas with only

radio communica.tions would be capable 9£ rnakin<;J uae of the

syst;em. It also enabled the retran$mission of EeG data should

there be exce�$�V'e e;ror�on a' clla;nnel. The capacity of the

, '

£;ystem coul,d aJ,.so b� rela�ively easily expap.C!ed to four

channels with only a 25%increas� in transmission time

(transmission time for three channels waf,? of the order of

sixty seoonds). '!'his ",ould not be possible with an FM - FPM

.

system. Finally� involving all intermediate stori;ige in. this

way provided a perman�nt file of the BCG'S recorded that

could be played back or retransmitted at any time. Also, the

ECG' s recorded on any tape Gould be autoInCJtically played

back OVer the transmission Ghannel without human intervention

or supe�visiQn, eithcar under lQcal oQntrol via a suitable

timing mechanism or via remote control over the transmission
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channel from a distant ECG data collection center.

It was felt that these advantages far outweighed

the disadvantages mentioned.

2.6 SUlllID.ary

In this chapter the choice of PCM is justified

by comparing the relative merits of AM, FM, and PCM.

Certain key design criteria for the system such as:

rate, resolution, dynamic range, etc. are also analyse!i.

need for an intermediate storage is illustrated and the
.

benefits thereby obtained are shown.

The next chapter presents the detailed design,

operation and circuit descriptions ·.for the remote terminal.

..:� .:
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3. REMOTE. T§RMINAJ.,. I)ESCRIPTIO�

The following section will present an overview of

the operation of the remote terminal. Petailed descriptions

of system operation will follow in subsequent sections.

l
I

3.1 Basic Operation of the Remote Terminal

i'
The z.emote terminal may he div*ded into several

SUbsystems as shown in figur� 3.1, page 24·.. The basic

operati9n of these subsystems maybe best explained by

follQw.tng the signal flpw; first durin,g the record mode

(subsection, 3.l�l) an4 $econd duting the J?.1aybapk mod�

(sul>secrt ion 3. 1.2) •

3.1.1. Record mode

The in.itial conditions fQr the record mode are:

(1) all el�ctrqd,es have been properly attache<:l to

the patiE;nt,

(2) the date, patient nlllnber, and patient classifi...

cation code have been entered, on. the operator's

console (figure 3. 2, page 2 5) and

(3) the tape dec� has a cassette tape properly

mounted and cued to the correct location.
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When the record button is pushed a gap, called the beginning

of file (BOF) gap is first recorded on the tape. Then a

synchro;ni:z;ing code to identify the SOF is ;recorded;. This

is followed by a code identifying the remote terminal and

then by the date, patient numbe�, and patient classification

(as entered on the operator's console) and finally the elect-

.rooardiogr?lphicdata. See figure 3.15 for the leader data format.

The acquisition of this electrocardiographic data occurs in

the following way.

Referring to figure �.l, EeG signals are amplified

and combil1eg in the patiept:, box to s;i.mtiltl,irieously create· the

three desired lead arrangements (selected via the lead switch

on the patient bo�). The$e tllree signals are sampled

seq,uenti�l,ly via the analog Jl\ultiplexQr and are·cpnverted

to d;i.gital form by the ana1o'1 to digital converter (ADC).

The digitized data frOm the APe are sent to the parity encoder

where two dimensional parity bits are added to the data stream

before being direc;:ted t<;> the puffer input gating.

The buffer control allows enough data through the.

input g�1;:inc.;J to
-. just �ill buffer 1.. It then .causea the input

gating to c:hannel par;ity encoded d�t� into buffer 2 while

simultaneously allowing the data now stored in buffer 1 to

be· tri;\nsferred through the output, gating to tne "Qiphase-mark

encoder, and finall¥ to the tape dec:� where they aJ:'e recorded.
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The rate at which buffer 1 is emptied is faster than the rate

at wh�ch buffer 2 is filled.. Since both buffers are of the

same capacity, buffer 1 will be completely empty before buffer

2 is filled. Th:l-s allows a gap, called an inter reoord gap

(IRG), to be reoorded on the tape w;i.thout losing data or

interrupting the sampling rate of the three analog channels.

When l;>uffer 2 beoomes full, the process outlined ;i.n

the preoeding paragraph repeats itself with buffer 2 now

being emptied. TAUS, eaoh :PUffer is alternately filled at

a slow rate and emptied at a faster rate suoh that gaps are

created in the buf:eer output data stream.

. (14).. .
'..

hThe tp..phase-mark encodex '. ccmbf.nes a sync' zron....

iz.i,.ng clock,' sigI)al with the (lata before they are tecqrded

on a single track of 'the tape. This allows data and clock

to ;be re9ove:J:ed f+"Qm the tap$ simultaneously, thus prOviding
an inununity, within limits, to reading errors due to variat.-

ions in tape sp�ed •. 'l'his method of reoording alsO increases

the densj,ty Of data on the tape sin,ce only one t:J:ack'is used

for both data al'\d clook. That is, one track does not have

to �. dedicated to providing only a clock - data maybe

reoorded on all tracks.

Since the data stream which appears at the input of

the biphase-mark decoder has had gaps inserted in it, the
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(lata recorded 9n the tape will also have regularly spaced

gaps. These inter record gaps (lRG's) are \lsed in the

playback mode'" as will be explained in.the next subsection.

When approximately ten seconds of ECG data have :peen

recorded sampting of the th�ee ECG leads will cease, a

synchronizing code will be recorde�'to indicate end of file

(EOF), the tape deck will stop and the remote terminal will

a"Utomat;i.cally shut down apd reset itself so that it is ready

to recoJ:;'d or play back the next file.

3, l.. � Playba,¢k mode

The initial cond i,tions' for the playback mode are:

.

.

.

(1) the rem.ote terminal. has been connected to a modem

or dataSet and a telephone connection has been made,

(2) a cassette t.ape has be.en properly cued to the BOF

gap of the file being played back, and

(3) single file or ¢onti,nuotlS playbaCk has been selected

on the operator's console.

Referring to figure 3.1, page 24, when the playback
button is pU13hed, tne tape deck is started and the remote

terminal outPl,lts a signal to the modem indicating that a file

is soon to be transmitted. The tape deqk reads back the

first J:;'acQrd, thus filling buffer 1 and encounters the first;



IRG. This is ignored and the tape continues until the second

recol;'d has been loaded into.b\,lffer 2. At this pOint the second

IRG is enCountered and the tape, deck stops within that gap_

The instant that bUffer 1 became full, ·dat.a began'

shifting from it to the modem at the modem's clock rate (which

may be at any constant rate up to 1,200 HZ). The playback

speed and start/stop times of the tape deck are such that the

�ext bufferwil.l alwayspe filled before the buffer which is

unloading is emptied. Tl):i,.s is the reason for filling both

puefei:'s initially. Thus, buffer 2 is full and the tape deck is

stopped some time }Jefore b\lffer 1 empties. When buffer 1

does become empty, buffe:r 2 imm�diatelybegins unloading data

to the modem and the tape deCk is restarted.

Therefore, buffer l will-be 10Cj.ded with the next record

before buffer 2 bE!comes eJtlpty. The process continues with

first one freshly-emptied buffer being loaded from the tape

and then the other. When the EOJr is encountered the process
stops (if the single file mode WaS selected at the outset).

Thus, there will be a continuous stream of data presented to

the modem for transmission over tJ'le telephone circuit.

If the continuous playb?lckmode is selected the unit

stops in the above way but after a 1.5 second delay it restarts

and plays pack the next file. This continues until the end of

tape (EOT) is reached.
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3.·2 Del;Jcription of Ana log circuitry

The first section of the analog circuitry to be

described will be the patient box , Patient box drawing PB-6

shows the arrangement of the components making up the patient

box.

R.eferring, then, to PB-6, electrical signals from.

the patient's body a:ce applied to the inputs of the ll!CG

preamplifiers (shown in detail i,ndrawing FB-l) which have a

�a:ln of 500. A right leg dr�ve circuit (shown in detail in

(lrawins p.&.�) i� used to increase the common mode rejection.
(5) h'· ..... .

1· h· h: T l.S Cl.rcu:J"t Slums the common mode sl.gna· from. t e ot er

three l;i.mb electrodes, inverts the sum, and app.:j..ies the

resultant to the righ� leg. The outputs of the ECG preamp...

l:i,fiers 9:r'e applied to th� resisto+, matri� and lead switch

. ...

.

(10)(shown in detail in drawl.ngs PB.... 3" PB-4, and PB-S) " The

resistor matrix and lead switch combine the electrode signals

to form. the desireq lead a:rrangements. Selectable, three at

a time, are the 12 standard leads and the three Frank leads.

The Frank lead systerni,s basically a method of obtaining a

three-dimensional representation of the electrical activity

of the heazt , Signals from electrodes connected to the limbs

�nd torso are s\lmrned in a rC':!sistor netwo:t:"k to produce three

output signals which are representing the three dimensional



"vector" of the electrical activity of the heart. The lead

swi tch outputs are connect.ed to the cable shown Ln drawing

PB-6. The opposite end of this cable is terminated with a

connector Which has a mate on the remote terminal chassis.

The outputs of the three decks of the lead switch

will hereafter be referred to as channels A, a, and e (as

shown on drawings PB-3, PB-4, and PB-5). Referring to the

block diagram of card 2 (drawing 2-6), the differential

outputs of the lead switch are amplified by the three differ-

ential amplifiers (shown in detail in drawing .2-1) which have

a voltage gain of 2. The outputs of these amplifiers are

(4)
filtered by �he active low pass filters (shown in detail

in drawing 2-2)� The purpose of these filters (which have a

cut off frequency of. 85 HZ) is to restrict the bandwidth of

(7)
the three channels to reduce noi�e and aliasing error�.

The amplitude and phase response for the filters are shown·

in figures 3.3 and 3·.4. The outputs of the filters are

sequentially sampled by the analog switch and inverted (drawing

2-3) pefore being �pplied to· the analog input of the analog

to digital conver+er (APe) on card 4.

The overall analog signal voltage gain is 1,000. Thus

a ! 5 mv signal appearing at the· EeG electrodes results in a

+ . +
"!" 5 volt si.gnal at the ADG input. The ... 5 mv peak to peak
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signal excl,lrsion which is accepted (referred to the ECG
I

electrodes) is that which was determined in section 2.4.

�.3 Description of Digital Circuitry

,3.3.1 Analog to digital converter

The function of the analog to digital converter 'was

to change the form of the EeG data, from the original analog
(13)

to a digital form. It was decided early in this project

to purchase an ADC rather than to construct one.

Requests for quotation were sent to 38 manufacturers

and manufe ctnrr'er s
' representatives (see list in appendix A) •

The unit wh.i.ch was finally chosen '(mainly because of its apeed

�nd relatively low cost) waa the MOclel 501, manufactured by

Hybrid Systems Corporation of Burlington, Maccashusetts (see

ap�ndix B for complete specifications). It has a ten-bit

resolution, a maximum conversion time 'of 50 microseconds, and

'is a counter ramp type of analog to digital converter as

described by HQeschele (,Q) 'in chapters 11 and 12. The

conversion rate of this type of converter is proportional to

the magnitude of the input analog voltage. That is, a full

scale input analog voltage requires the full SOus, for conversion.

Smaller' voltages require less tj,.me. The significance of this
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small con.version time is that the three ECG·leads can be

sampleCi sequentially with a total skew of about 100 micro-

seconds between the first and third channel. If it is

assumed that the overall bandwidth of the system is 100 HZ,

then the'minimum possible rise time is given by

tr :;:: 1

2 BW
3.1

where tr:;:: minimum possible rise time
BW :;:: bandwidth.

Therefore

tr:;:: 1
_------

200 HZ

tr = 5 ms

If it is further assumep. that a fuli scale si,gnal with

min.i.m,um possible rise time is applied. Simultaneously to the

three ECG leads, the maximum amount of skew error introduced

due to the sequemtial sqmpling of the three channels would be

10 x

5 x

-3 610 v,. 100 x lO� s

10-3s
10 x 10-3v

100% 3.2

= 2% of full scale

This error would be important only when no smoo·thing

of the recovered signfl.ls is performed, such as in a system

where the processing is done on a sample by sample basis� 'Only

the sev(!p most signifieant bits of the APC were used since

only seven ....bit resolutiQn (:0.4%) was required.' The ADC
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together with enable gates and LED Qit status indicators

are shown in drawing 4-1.

3.3,2 Encoder

The circuit diagram for the encoder is shown in

drawing 3-1. The function of the encoder was to add two

dimensionq_l parity bits to the data stream to protect against

random errors. The basic data format is shown in fi,gure 3.5

(a)_, (b), and (c),

Figure 3.5(a) shOWs the word format. The least sig-

nificant pit (LS:a) is transmitted first, the most significant

bit (l-1SB) is transmitted ne:x:t to last. (the parity bit being

last). The pq_rity along th:l.s diI;'ection is called horizontal

and was chosen odd (see figure 3.5(c}) to ensure at least one

logical one in the data stream every eight bit intervals.

Figure 3.5 (b) shows the block format. The first word

to be tr"nsmitted is word 0, the last, the parity word. Note

that for ECG data each c}lannel is sampled four times per block.

The stru.cture of the parity matrix is' depicted in figure 3.5

(c). The seven MSB's of the parity word were each assigned

p. value such that thete was an odq number of bits in the column

containing it. For example, if there was an even number of

3 . 3bits in the 4 column, the �
--

bit of the parity word would
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be assigned a logical one val\,le, thereby creating for that

column� odd vertical parity. Note that odd horizontal parity

was maintained for·the vertical paJ;'ity word, and that there

was no vel;:'tical parity assigned to the horizontal parity bits.

The function of two dimensional parity as an error

correcting code can be seen in figure 3.6. Figure 3.6(a)

shows one block of data as it was transmitted. Figure 3.6(b)

shows the same block of data as it was received. Note tha·t

the 221bit of word 3 was altered duting transmission. It

was received as a "0" while·it was transmitted as a "1".

Therefore, an er:t;or was made in this bit auring transmission.

'fhe horizontal parity for word three at the receiver was even.

Th:ir.� identified that word as containing an error. As the

number of one� in the vertical columns were summed, it was

found that the 22 column no longer exhibited odd parity. This

pinpointed bit 24 in word 3 as being in error. It could then

be complimented, thereby correcting the error which had occurred

dur�ng transmission.

Although this two dimensiopal parity code will provide

e;rror detection for up to one error per block, error correction

is PQssi,ble only where no more than one bit is in error per

block. It is thus suitable as a oheck for random errors only.
lt cannot provide protection against burst errors.
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The encode,r fulfils the above functions in the

following way (se� draw.{ng 3 ... I)f Assume that the APe data

outputs have been enabled and the parity word generator

flip flops have been reset such that all Q outputs = "L."
•.

.

.

.

-.

. . .

.
..

. -::;'0. � -;;7t "";;3"Inp\lts H, F, E, D, C, B, and A represent 2 , 2 , 2 , 2,

27, p, and 20' respectively. If the APC outputs h�ve been

enabled then the LDM and parity word generator outputs would

be disabled. Thus, the· data word woulq be presented in true

form to the parallel data. inputs of rhe intermediate re,gister,

the J-K inputs of the flip flops maki.ng up the parity word

generator, apd also the inputs to the parity tree made up of

the exclusive nor gates of pa.ckage 3-3. This parity tree

provides the odd hori;lc;rntc;il parity. After the data bits have

been SO applied, iI1put 10 is driven low and each £;I.ip flop in

the parity word genel;."ator will toggle only if the associated

data bitwa,s a "I". Next, the parallel entry enable line,

input 20, goes low and a clock pulse appears on input 20, the

APe output data word and the parity word are stored in the

intermediate register, which serves as a parallel to series

converter. Then, when .clock p�lses appe(ir on input 13 (input

12 having gone high) the. word is shifteq out of the intermed-

iate register to the buffer input/output gating. The same

procedUre is followed When the leader data multiplexor outPtlts

are enabled.
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After twelve data words have been loaded into and

shifted out of the intermediate register, the parity word

generator outputs are enabled. Ifa bit of a particular power,
1

say 2 , was a Ill" an even number of times during the passage

of the last 12 data words, then. the 21 bit output of the

parity word generator would be a: i'I", thus providing odd

vertical parity (see figu.re 3.6(a)). If, on the other hand,

"I" present in the 2' bit position odd number ofa was 2 an

times, the 22 bit output of the parity word generator would

be a ','Oil. The parity word generator outputs together with

the horizontal parity bit are loaded into the intermediate

register in the same fashion as the d,ata bits and are shifted

away to the buffers.

;3.3.3. Buffers

The functions of the two bUffers (figure 3.1} are

(1) during recording, to convert the continuous stream

of data into bursts or :records of 1200 bits separated

in time by abciut 65 milliseconds an.d

(2) during playback, to reconvert the data recovered

in bursts of l20Q bits from the tape to a continuous

stream of dai;.a for transmission over the switched

telephone network.
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Each buffer is a 1200 bit serial in-ser�al out shift

register. Each is composed of six dual 100 bit MOS static

shift l."eg�sters (see data sheets in appendix C), interconnected

as shown in drawing 5-6. These shift·registers require two

phase clocks (drawing �-5)., clock drivers (drawing 5-4), and

TTL to MOS to TTL logic level translators (as shown in drawing

5-1). The special power supply levels + 13v, + 10.5v (see

drawing �-4), and -14v were obtained by the use of forward

biased diodes in series with the +15 and -15 volt supplies.

The waveforms for the two ...phase buffer clock generators

are shown in figure 3.7. Referring to drawing 5-5, the leading

edge of a nE)gative-going pulse at the buffer 1 clock generator

input triggers one-Shot 1-6, producing the 0t. o�tput. One

shot 1-7 is also triggered at the same time •. When it times

out, it triggers one shot 1-8 which produces the 01 output.

The buffer 2 clock generator functions in the same way.

The 01 and 02 outputs of 'the buffer clock generators

are applied to the 01 and ¢2 Lnputrs of the two-phase buffer

clock drivers, shown i,p drawing 5-4. The output waveforms

for this circuit are shown in figure 3.7. In the static or

sto,rage state (t ;:: 0 to t :;: 250ns in figure 3.7), 01in is

HI and ¢2in is LO.

With ¢lin high, NPN transistor 033 is ON. This

create� a low voltage at the base of PNP transistor 035,
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keeping it Olf, thereby applying approximately 10 volts to

0'�out.

With 0'2in IIJ, NPN transistor' Q34 is OFF. With Q34

OFF, the base of PN·P transistor Q36 is at + 13v thus reverse

biasing the base-emitter junc;:tion of Q36, keeping it OFF�

With Q36 OFF 0'2out is at approximately -14v.

At t = 250 ns, 0'2in goes HI, thereby turning on Q34.

l . This lowers the base voltage of 036, forward biasing its

base emitter junction and turning it ON. W:lth Q36 O:N, 0�ou1:;

goes to approximately lOv.

At t :;: SOO ns, 0'lin goel:; 00. After a delay caused

by the stored charge in its base region, Q33 turns OFF, thus

raising th� base voltage of Q35 Which, after its turn ....off

delay, turns OFF. With Q35 OFF, 0'lout goes to _14v.

At t = 750 ns, 0'lin goes HI again, Q33 turns ON

which turns QJ5 ON causing 010ut to go to +lOv .•

At't == 1000 ns, 0'2in goes 00. After a delay caused

by charge storage in its base region, Q34 turns OFF which

after a turn-off delay, turns Q36 OFF causing 020ut to fall

to ... 14v once again. The shift may be considered complete

only after a further 250 ns to allow for.data to propagate

through the shift register. The Ius time delays shown in

drawing 5-3 are used to ensure that this 250ns is provided

(See drawing 5-1).
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3.3.4 Buffer input-output gfating

The buffer input-output gating, under the direction

of the buffer input-output control (drawing 5-2), selects
I .

r the appropriate clocks, data sources and data destinations

for proper loading and unloading of the buffers during record-

ing al)d playback. Drawing 5-1 depicts this c�rcuitry. Oper

ation of the buffer input-output gating will 1(>e explained

first for the record processes and then for tl11e playback.

The encoded spaces clock flag is set aI approximately

500 ms after the tape c;1ec'k is up to·speed during the. record

process (see timing·· diagram, figure 3 � 8) • 'rhis enables the

encoded space s clock (all other clock enable lines being 10)

and applies it to the buffer input clock pus. No data input

lines are yet enabled. Thus, buffer 1 fills with "O"IS. When

it becomes f'u Ll., 110" I S stax;-t being l.oaded into buffer 2 and

the biphase encoqer data clock flag is set HI.which applies

the record data output clock to the buffer output clock bus

and al-so enables AND gate 5-2 which directs buffer output data

(all. "Oil'S at this point) to the biphase";'mark, encoder. Buffer

l is emptied of its "O'I'a• Finally, buffer 2 is filled, the

encoded spaces clock flag goes ID and the buffer record data

input flag is set HI_ ·The encoded spaces clock is replaced

on the buffer input clock, bus by the record data input clock,
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data frpm the encoder is placed on the buffer data input bus,

and buffer 2 begins emptying its "0'" s to the biphase mark

encoder. When it has finished unloading and buffer 1 has been

filled, this time with data from the encoder, buffer 1 begins

emptying data to the biphase-mark encoder and buffer 2 begins

filling Wii::h data from the encoder. The buffers continue

loading and emptying alternately in this fashion until about

10 seconds of ECG data have been recorded. When this: happens,
I

ithe encoded spaces clock goes III, the buffer record data input
flag goes ro, and the encoded spac�s clock replaces the record

data input clock on the buffer input clOCk bus. Also, the

buffer data IIp bus goes roo In figure 3.8, this occurs while

buffer 2 is about one .... third full. Thus the last two-thirds of

buffer 2 will contain' "0'" s , auffer 1, meanwhile continues to

unload datCi\ normally, until it .empties. Buffer 2 fills and

then starts to empty, beginnin.g with the last of ECG data which

occupied ene-third of the buffer at the time that the 10 second

timer timed but. As soon as buffer 2 became full, buffer 1

began being filled with "O"'s. Buffer 2 then becomes empty.
Next, buffer 1 fills. At this point the fanc9ded spaces clock

flag is reset to "0" and no more input clock pulses are applied
to the buffers. ;pfnally,' buffer 1 empties the .last of its

"0" 's and the record mode terminates.·
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Figure 3.9 is a timing diagrp.m for the playback

moOe. When playpack is in1-tiated, the biphase decoder input

clock enable line ano the playback data input enable go HI

together since they are both tied to the playback flag. All

other clock and data enable lines are LO.except for the modem

clock enable. This line enables the application of modem

clock pulses to the buffer output; clock bus which allows data

to be clocked out of the buffers. This line need gO:HI only

when the modem is rea.dy .to transmit.
.

Data will be stored in

the buffers and the tape deck will be stopped, ready to read

out more data until this line is made to go HI by the modem

and the first buffer empt:ies. This state lllay be held for an

indefinite time. For the purposes of this discussion, however,

it will be assumed that the modem clock enable line is held

HI from the outset of the playback mode. A switch at the rear

of the card rack has been provided to allow this line to be

set HI manually for testing purposes. When the tape deck

epcounters data the biphase decoder decodes the biphase-mark

encoded data fl;'om·the tape into NRZ form a.nd clocks it out.

The first two records On the tape, being encoded spaces, clock

out as HOllIS (dashed lines, figure 3.9). The t?lpe deck en

counters the second IRG and stops. When the first buffer fills

with the first record of encoded spaces it immedi<:ltely begins

clocki:rW them out. When the second buffer fills with the
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second record of encoded spaces the tape deck stops, the

biphase decoder stops emitting data and clock, and buffer 2

waits until buffer I finishes emptying. When buffer I empt:i..es,

buffer 2 starts to empty, the tape deck is started and the

next record of data is loaded into buffer 1. When the tape

deck encounters the IRG following that record it stops. Wh,en
.

buffer :!' empties, buffer. I begins emptying its data and the

tape deck starts again to reload buffer 2. This process

continues until the last record of the file has been played

back. The result 'is a continuous stream of data to the modem

at the tate determined by the modem clock. This may be any

£req1lency from 0 to 1200 HZ. Above 1200 HZ the tape deck

cannot start and stop fast enough to keep up to the rate of

unloading of the buffers. When the last record ha:; been played

back, the +ape deck encounters the inter file gap (IFG). This

is treated as an IRG and the tape deck is started once more.

However, when no data appears within a time interval which is

greater than the J;RG, the EOF gap is recognized and the tape

deck is stopped, thus terminating the playback process. Note

that the data output at the .end of file goes 10 because part

of the second last and a.Ll, of the last z ecor d contains all

"0" IS.
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3.3.5 Buffer input-out9ut control

It was mentioned in the preceding subsection that

the buffer input-output gating was accomplished under the

direction of the buffer input-output control. This unit

determines when a buffer is full or empty and which buffer

should receive or deliver data next. A d�scription of the

operation of this circuit follows. Reference is made through

out to drawing 5-2.

The buffer input-output control is itself controlled

by the relative frequencies of'the buffer input and output

clocks. If the input cldc1� is lower in frequency than the

output clock as during recording, then the timing diagram of

figure 3.10 applies. On the other hand, if the input clock

is higher in frequency than theo\,ltput clock as during play

back, tpe timing diagram of figure 3.11 describes the oper

ation of the buffer input-output control.

Referring, then, to figure 3.10, the buffer input

output control is reset shortly after the record mode is

initiated. All the input and output data and shift select

and enable lines, with the exception of the input 1 data select

and shift enable line, are forced I./J. This one is set Hi.

ThUS, as soon as a clock appears on the buffer I/P clock bus

(drawing 5-1) data is loaded into buffer 1. When the buffer 1
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full flag is set high due td count.er 1 rea�hing 1200 (drawing

5-2), flip f�op2-3-4 is reset causing the input 1 data

select and $hift enable line to go ID. This disables the

data and input clock from buffer 1 (see drawing 5 ... 1). Sim...

ultaneously it resets counter 1. Also, the output of AND

gate 1-4-8 goes HI which sets flip flop 2-4-9 thus enabling

the input 2 data select and shift ,enable. This causes input

data appearing on the buffer data input bus to be clocked

into buffer 2 at the frequf:mcy·· appearing on the buffer input

clock bus (drawing 5-1). AND gate 1-4-8 also sets flip flop

This places a HI on the output 1 data select line.

It also enables AND gate 1-4-3, since the buffer 1 full flag

is high, thus placing a HI on the output enable line.

The resl,llt of these last two opetations to cause data to

be shifted out of buffer 1 to the bd phaae ncoder at a rate

determined by the frequency appearing on t e buffer output

clock bus. since (for the record output clock

frequency exceeds the input clock frequenc , buffer 1 empties

before buffer 2 fills. When buffer 1 is e counter 1

reaches 1200 and the buffer 1 full Thus the

Q output 9f this flip flop goes HI and ter 1 is reset.

The transition df the Q O\.ltput from HI to also disables AND

gate 1-4-3 which sets the output 1 shift e able line W,
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removing output clock pulses froin puffer 1 Approximately
65 rns later buffer 2 fills. Durin.g this riod the biphase

encoder was reset and hel.d in the "0" stat to crea tie a "gap"
..

in the tape consisting c;>f constant flux re orded on the tape

in the 110" direction. When counter 2

indicating that buffer 1 is full, the

HI, resetting counter 2. When the buffer

es the 1200 count,

r 2 full flag goes

full flag goes HI;

flip flop 2-4-9 is reset, causing the inpu 2 da.ta select and,

shi'ft enable line to go 1.0, thus stopping loading of buffer
.'

2. Sil1ce Q of the buffer 1 full flag had reviously gone Ht.,

AND gate 1-4-11 goes HI.' This sets flip fops 2-4-5 (causing

data to be shifted into buffer

data to be shifted out of buffer 2) ..

flop 2-5 ... 9 (causing

Also, flip flop 2-5-5

is reset thus disabling the data output of buffer 1. The buffers

thus continue to cycle, with first one buf er becoming full and

for a detailed

the record moc;ie).

input-output

empty and then the other (see. subsection

description of the cycling 9f.thebuffer d

The sequence of operation of the b

control during the playback mode'differs

record mo¢ie solely' because the relative in t';_output 910ck

fre�encies are rever$e(\. 'that is, during the output

clock is greater in frequency than the inpu clock whereas

during playback, the input clock is greater than the output

clock. Figure 3.1,1 shows the timing of the main elements
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of the buffer input-output control dlfring laybao'k:. Note

that the wave£o+ms al;"e different innj,.ng of the

proce�s tl1aA for the remainder. The reaso s for this will

become clear in the following description f operation.

After a reset pulse has been appli d to the buffer

input-output control all lines are in the arne states as

previously indicated for the record mode. Some time after

tape motion has begun, the first record wi 1 be encountered

on the tal?e and· these dati:l are clocked int buffer 1. When

the buffer 1 full flag goes at flip flops -4-9, and 2-5-5

are set HI and flip flops 2-4,..5 and � ... 5 .... 9 re set ID. The

input 2 data select and shif.t enable line, the output 1 data

select line, and the output 1 shift enable lines are thus all

HI, causing dqta tobe.clocked.Qut of buff r 1 to the modern

and the data from the second record to be oaded into buffer

.. 2. When counter 2 reaches 1200 the buffer 2 full flag goes HI

and flip flop 2 ... 4-9 is reset; causing.the :nput 2 data select

and shift enable Li.ne .to go W. tape deck encounters

the second IRG an.d halts. When counter 1 eaches 1200, buffer

1 is empty and the buff�r ·1 fu�l flag is r set. This causes

flip fl.ops 2-4-5 and 2;",5-9 to go HI while lip flo.p 2-5-5 goes

W. The tape deck is also restarted ays back the next

select and shiftrecord �nto buffer 1 since the input
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enable line is HI.. A].so, data is output f om buffer 2 to the

Wh�n buf f'e.r 1. becomes full, ut 1 data select

modem.

ano enable line goes LO and th� tape deck tops. The cycle

then repeats itself, with the buffers alte nately filling and

emptying and the tape deck starting whenev r a buffer empties
and stopping again when it fills. This pr cess continues

until the IFG or EOT leader is encpuntered. and the tap� deck

stops.

3.3.6.'l'WO Channel bipl"iase ....mark e nccder

The function of the bdphaae mark e coder is to change"

the �Z qata receivecl from the buffers int a form which is

more su,ita'b�e to digital magnetic rec9rdin , in this case, q.

form from which the clock can be as well as the data.

Figure 3.12 illustrates j3. s�mple of the fo m of biphase �ncod-
. ·h .

h
.'

d (-14) �
..

If" ..

dl.ng w a c was use. •
. 1.1,; the 0 P CHAN A ave orm '�s compare .

wi th the latch alp 0r.A. w;;iveform it can be '. een that· whenever

The two channel biphase

ansition in the
the latter is Hl, the former has an extra

middle of the bit interval. There is also transition at the

beginning of each b,i t interval.

is shown in

drawing 6 ... 3.. sLnce �wo tracks are recorded in parallel, it
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is necessary to perform a two hit series to parallel convers

ion on the Lncomi.nq data. Flip f�ops 1-1 accomplish this

task. Cloc'k A precec:ies clo<;::k Bhy one microsecond. The data

011 the'data line is true one microsecond before the clock A

pulse goes HI.

At the beginning of each record the biphase encoder

is reset by a negative going pulse at either input 3' or W.

The
0 biphase encoder output enable line is held HI for the

entire file.

Assume that the biphase encoderohas just been reset.

The first two bits from the data in line are loaded into the

seri�l to parallel converter (made up of flip flops i-I) by

the first two clock A pUlses. The Q output of flip flop

01-3-5 is LO, thtls prevent;i..ng any clock Bopulses from entering

the system. At the second clock A pulsef the Q output of the

1 bit counter (flip �10J?1-3-9) go�S! LO, triggering the one

shot, 2-4. This provides a strob$pulse to the one half of

the four bit latch, 1-2, thus 'ol?tor.i.n� the c;ontents of flip

flops 1.... 1. The strobe pulse also sets flip flop 1-3-5 thu$

enabling the clock B pul$es. Approximately one microsecond

later, the clock. B pulse arrives, setti,ng- the Q output of flip

flop 1-4-5 HI. This causes the J and K inputs of fli,p flops

2�1 to be HI. Thus, when the delayed clock B pulse (by the

double propagation delay of the second halt: of latch
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1 ... 2 '.� SOns) ar r i.ve s, the two JK flip flops toggle. This is

qt point 1 of figure 3.12. The next clock A pulse that

arrives loads the third bit into flip flop 1-1-5 and causes

the Q output of the 1 bit counter to go HI. No strobe pulse

is thus emitted and the previous two bits remain stored in

the latch. One microsecond .l,ater the clock B pulse toggles

flip flop 1-4-5 so that the Q output is now LO. Thus, the

val.ues of the bits stored in the latch are applied through OR

9ates 2-3 .... 3 ano. 2"'3-6 to the J and K inpl,1ts of the two flip

flops. Therefore, when the delayeo. clock B pulse arrives,

.the JK fli8 flops will toggle if a bit is a 1 or will not change

if the bit is a aero , For exampLe, if OLA of the latch is a

"lu, the channel A JK flip,flop toggles when the delayed clock

B puLse arrives. If QLB (!ff the latch is a "0", the channel

B JK flip flop will not chanqe s t.a-te at the arrival of the

delayed clock Bpuls�. This situation'is shown at point 2 of

figure 3.12. The fourth clock A pulse shif1;:s the third data

bit into ,flip flop 1 ... 1-9, loads t.he fourth data bit into flip

flop 1-1... 5, and toggles tbe l.bit oounter , the Qoutput of which

now goes ro causing a strobe pulse to be applied to the latch ..

Thus, the next; two data bits to arrive (the third and fourth)

are stored in the latoh. One microsecond later the cl-oCk B

pulse toggles flip flop 1 ... 4..5 causing its Q output to go HI.

Thus, when the delayed clock :a pulse arrives, both JKflip
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flops will toggle, marking the beginning of the next bit

interval en the tape. This stage is shown as point 3 in

figure 3.12. The ne;,ct c�ock A pul-se will load the fifth data

bit into. the first stage of the serial to parallel converter

and one microsecond later the clock B pulse will toggle flip

flop 1-4-5 and apply the third and- Eour t.h data, bits to the JK

inputs of the JK flip flops. Approximately SOns later the

delayed clock B pulse will be applied to the clock inputs of

the JK flip flops which will change· state or not depending

upon whether the appropriate data bit was a "III or a "0".

Operation continues in this fashion with every even

numbered c.Lock B pulse mark,ing a bit interval and every odd

numbered clock B pulse causing a transition to occur in the

mi.dd'Le of a bit interval if the bit to be .recor-ded was a 111".

3 .. 3.7 Two channel biphase ...mark decoder

The function of the biphase-mark decoder is to decode

the data which were biphase encoded on the tape and to extract

clock pulses from the playback waveform so that these data

may be clocked into. the buffers. The biphase-mark decoder is

shown Ln drawing 6-2. Figure 3.13 shows the critical wave

forms for this ·system. .The data channe L A and data channel B

waveforms of figure 3.13 are identical to the output channel

A and output channel B wavefo.rms of figure 3.12.
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The bipha�e...,mark decoder consists of two separate

decoders, one for chq_nnel A and one for channel B, plus a

parallel to seriq_l converter. However, all bit interval

timing ·is obtained from channel A only. The channel B bit

intervals are assumed to occur at the same times. The oper

ation of the biphase-mark decoder will be explained for channel

A only, since channel B is identical and shares the same timing.

Assume that the decoder has previously received. a

reset pulse. During p l.ayba.ck , data appear at input 6 I. The

first data transition is differentiated and used to set the

Q output of flip flop 4-4-9 HI. This starts the 0.25 'I: (one ..

quarter bit interval) one shot (see figure 3.13). When it

times out it triggers the 0.501." (one-half bit interval) one

shot. nur ing the time that the Q output of the 0.50 'l:' one

shot is HI, NAND gates 4-1-8 and 4-1-11 are enabled such that

any transitions, either from HI to LO or vice versa of the

playback data (indicating a bit = 1), will cause a "I" to be

directly set into fLi.p flops 3 ... 3-5 or 4;.,.3-5. If no transitions

occur I .these flip flops remain in the "0" state. When the

0.50<t one shot times out, the positive going edge of the Q

output of th�s one shot causes the outputs of flip flcp; 3-3-5

and'4-3-5 to be stored in flip flops 3-3-9 and 4-3-9 respect

ivelY. It also triggers one-shot 3-5. This transition is

differentiated and inverted twice. The output of the first
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inverter, 4�5..;..2, is coupled to AND gate, 4-6-ll,which resets

flip flop 4-4... 9 thus enabling the timing for the next bit

intervaL The output of the second inverter, 4-5..;..4, is used

to clear flip flops 3-3-5 and 4-3-5 and to gate the Q output

of flip flop 3-3-9 to the D input of flip flop 4-4-5. This

same gating pulse is delayed by three gate delays and is

applied to the C input of flip flop 4-4-5 thus storing the

Q output of flip flop 3-3-9 in flip flop 4-4-5. Further, the

gating pulse triggers one shot 1-5 such that a one microsecond

output clock pulse is issued after a delay of the same time.

'this c16qk pulse is used to clock out the data stored in flip

flQP 4-4-5. Two micrOiieconds later, one shot 3-5 times out

and a new gating pulse is produce.d by the differentiating

network of C87 and R144 and inverters 4... 5-12 and 4-5-14. This

gating pulse gates the output of the channel B bit storage

flip flop, 4... 3-9, to the ,D input of flip flop 4-4. This gating

pul.se, in a fashion similar to the previous gating pulse for

channel A, stores the. output: ,of flip flop 4-3-9 in flip flop

4... 4 and causes a one microsecond output clock pulse to be

issued after a one microsecond delay.

Thup, the middle 50% of each bit interval of playback

data is scanned. Any transitions occurring during this time

are interpreted as meaning that the value of that bit equals

"lll� At the end of the scanning interval, the value of the
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chanhel A bit for the bit interval just passed appears at

the data output followed in one microsecond by a clock

pulse. Two microseconds later, the value of the channel B

bit for the bit interval just passed appears at the data

output followed in one microsecond by another clock pulse •.

Figure 3.13 illustrates the decoded data output

for the inputs received. These data appear on the bottom

waveform as if they were stored in a buffer. This is

identical to the data input of figure 3.12. It can be

seen fro� figure j.i3 that up to! 25% jitter 6�h �e tOl

erated in tape speed (record + playback) before errors

occur.

Drawing 6 .... 2 shows, for the 0�25T and 0.50'[ one shots,

diodes installed in series with resistors Rl36 and R138. The

anodes of these diodes are connected to the 3-channel record

line. This line goes HI when recording which causes the two

diodes to conduct thus reducing the timing intervals of the

one shots to that which is necessary for reading after writing

during recording. This is necessary in order to monitor the

recorded data as they're written because the recording spee¢l
is approximately four times the playback speed.
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,).4 Contro).

The various digital circuits which wer(:J! described

in the previous section function under the direction of the

. control unit. The control for the playback process occupies

cards 10 and 9. Most of the control for the recording pro-

cess is concentrated in cards 8 and 7, although some portions

also occupy parts of cards 10 and 9. Besides these two

df.v i.s i.orre , the control consists of several functional blocks

or SUbsystems. These subsystems are simple in themselves,

but their interactions arid timing. wi t.h the other digital

circuitry may not Pe i�e(hately obvious. Consequently, the

control will be described from an operational viewpoint.

That i�, the sequence of steps or the program through which

th� control cycles wi],.! be descri�ed, first for the record

proc�ss �nd then for the playback.

3.4.1 Recprd process program

The first step in the recorq.ing process is that

the power is switched on. This causes a system reset pulse to

be initiated.in the following way. Referring to drawing 9-1,

depicting the program oont.ro L and instruction register I the

r�set and reset puses ar$ driven by the NAND power drivers,

4-2. The instant that power is applied, capacitOJ::" C26 is dis ....

charged, presenting a low impedance path for current flowing
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out of input pin 1 of the d:river gate 4 .... 2-6. This makes

pin 1 seem to b� LO until C26 charges from the gate input

current and from Vce through B-33. Thl,ls � che output of the

driver 4-2-6 goes Hl for a time and then falls back LO when

C26 is charged. This also causes 4-2-8 to emit a reset

pulse. The system reset causes all the digital circuits

described in section 3.3 to be placed in the correct state to

begin either recording or playback. Also� it can' be seen from

drawing 9_1 that the reset pUlse, which is applied to input

pin 12 of NANP gate 3-1-8, loads all 11"IS into the instruct

ion latch (s.i.nce all the branch commands are HI). At the same

t.:j..me the instru�tion register is :reset to the "0" state. This

is decoded by the BCD to c;l�cimal c;lecoder to apply an active

00 to the Qo output (which is free) so that no instruction

lines are strobed.

The system remains in this state until the record

button is pushed. This applies a LO to input 10 of the debounce

logic, drawing 10 ... 3. This 10, after being coupled ana filtered

by R5, R6, and C5, is passed on to the main state generator,

drawing 10-5, as a record enable signal. This signal is

flPplieq to the direc� SE;!t input ot" flip flop 2-3-9 and c�uses

the Q output. to go III and the Q to go LO. Thus 'any contact

bounce is ignored by the fli'p flop. The record enable: line

is also applied to input 3 of A� gate 2-8-6 of the debounce
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logic� This app].ies a "111 to input 5 of AND gate 1-9-6.

Input 4 Ls also at a 11].11 level because flip flop 2b-2b .... 9

had a Lso been reset with appLfcat.Lon of power py R9 and C7.

Thus when the record enable goes DO, a 10 is applied to

the direct set input of flip flop 2b-2b-9, causing the Q

output to go HI. Gate 1-9.,.6 is then disabled, blocking out

any contact bounce. Since neither the record nor playback

flags have yet been set, AND gate l-9-ll is enabled and its

output goes HI, generatin9 a start conunand. The positive

going edge ot the start corcunand is differentiated by C8 and

R,l.P I of the reset command generator, drawing 10 ... 4, thus

triggering the one shot, 4-8. This creates a 50ms reset

COmmand pulse which i� applied to input pin 2 of the reset

btls �AND power driver, 4�2..,;6, of the progrant control and

instruction register, drawing 9.,..1. Thus, the systems are all

reset onCe again. This Wa$ done to ensure that all systems

are in the proper initial state immed,iately prior to the

record process� There is an automqtic power on restart as was

exp1ain€ld previously, but if the terminal Were to remain idle

qft�r power up for a significant time it's possible that

pQ��r l,j.ne Qr �a�iated poise could change the states of some

of the sj.orage elements of the various s:ystems, resulting in

recording errors. Resetting in thi$ manner all but eliminates

the possibility of such an occurrence.
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On tne negative going tra,i�ing edge of the reset

pulse, the output of AND gate 2-4-11 of the main state

gener�tor, drawing 10 ... 5, goes HI since the start command

line is still HI. This delivers a clock pulse to the record

and playback flags. However, only the record flag is set HI

since flip flop 2-3-9 wej,s set HI by the record enable line.

'1,'hus, one of the two main states, the record mode, has been

se,l.ecteq. When the record flag goes HI, the RUN output of

the run logic, drawing IO�12, il:l forced LO. This starts the

tape deck and re$ets the deck stopped, flag, drawing 10-7.

The record flag is also fed pi;iI.ck to the debounce logic. It

is inverted by NOR g�te 4 ... 6 ... 10 and is applied to the direct

r�set input of flip f;Lop ;ab-4b-9, thus en�uring.that no

furth�r start commands can be issued until after the record

process has been completed and the record flag is reset.' The

positive going leading edge of the record f,lag is differentiated

by ClO and R12 and buffere<;l by OR gate �-2-8 elf the main state

generator. This produces' ,a 200 us positive going pulse which

is appLi.ed to input K of the program control and instruction

r�gister, dra�ing 9 .... 1. This pulsed record flag is inverted

an¢! i;lpplied to the 119" ,i�put or the decimal to BCD converter

and to input pin 11 of W},ND gate 3 .... 1-8. This causes a positive

going 200 ns pulse to be applied to the strobe input 0,£ the

instruction latch. Thus the outputs of the latch follow the
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BCD encoded "9" which is being applied to its inputs. At

the nega�ive going trailing edge of the pulse the data �s

"frozen" in the latch. Also the one shot, 4-�, is triggered

to supply a pulse which loads the "instruction", nine, into

the instruction register. The BCD outputs of the instruction

register are applied to the BCD to decimal converter result-

ing in the Q9 output going LO. This pla,ces a DO on the

record instruction 9 line, thus initiating that instruction

since the record flag is set and the output of NOR gate 4-1-4

is, conseq;uently, W. The above process may be thought of

as a branching operation. Note that light emitting diodes

(LEDls) LEDl, 2, 3 and 4 are used to supply a visua;L indicat-

ion of the current state 91; the instruction register. LEDS

indiqates the main state. These are loca,ted at the back edge

of card 9 such that they are visi�le from the rear of the

card rack.

The record flag is also applied to the tape speed

selector, drawing 9-7. This turns Qn Q6, energizing relay 1,

which applies the nece�sary voltage to the delta speed input

(DSPI) of the tape recorder to set the tape speed to l5.inches

per second ,(ips) initial;J.y (see tape deck manual, appendix E).

Before the tape deck is started, however, the write

enable/disable logic, shQwn in drawing 7 ... 1, is activated.
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The pur poae of th;Ls cf.r cu i.t; is to enaur e first that

the tape deck record heads are energi:?:ed befor� the tape is

put into mot.ton� and second that the t�pe deck record heads

are deenergized only after the tape is stopped", This

pJ;'events glitches from peing recorded on the tape at the

beginning or end of a file. The initial state of this circuit

after reset is with flip flop 2b-2b-5 not set and flip flop

2b-2b-9 set such that Q (pin 8) is LO� Q is connected to the

tape deck channel A and channel B write enable lines (enabled

when to) ,f WA and WE. When these Li.ne s are LO the heads are

energized. ':rhus, since Q of flip flop 2b-2b... 9 is LO initially

the first purpose of the write enable/diea'ble logic is

fulfi+led. Whe� the record flag goes �n: and the deck stopped

flag goes LO :L�di<rating that ti;lp� is in motion, flip flop

2b-2b'l"5 goes H;J:, thus enabl.in9 the reSJet of flip flop 21;>,..;2b-9.

This reset 9ccu:rs only ';'Ih�n the Q-epk stopped flag again goes

HI, which itself Q�Curs only at the Gompl�tion of the record

process ;,:tfter the tape has fully stopped. Thu�, flip flop 2b-2b-9

is reset and the Q O'lltput goes HI, di:;;abling the record heads.

After tIte tape deck is put into motion the ne�t

control circuit to be involved is the record start-up, drawing

7-�. Th;t.s oirc�it cal,lseS the begin;ning of file (BOF) gap to

be generated, se.l.ects the proper, cloc:k frequencies for data

out.put to the tape deok , and enables tl)e read after write feature,
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and controls the generation of the encoded spaces. The

encoded spaces at the BOF con�ist <.:>f the recording of two

consecutive 1200 bit records of all "OlliS. Encoded spaces

are also used to mark the end of file (EOF). At the EOF,

the seoond last record may be partly data and partly encoded

spaces. The last record, however, always consists completely

of encoded spaces. Thus th�re will always be two records

of all "O"'s at the beginning of a file and a minimum of one

and a maximum of two records<of all zeros at the end of a

file. The purpose of the encQded spaces is to s:j...gnal beginning

and end of file for equipment at the receiving end of the

telephone c.i.r cu i.t,

Referring then tq d,raw:j...ng 7""4, when the record flag

goes HI (enablipg AND gate 1-1-6), the tape dec� is put in

motion. Approximatel.¥ 100 ms later the tape deck is uP to

speed, It then ;i.ssue:;:; a read write permission signal (true

when LO), RWP� This causes ANI) gate 1... 1-6 to go HI which,

after inversion by inverter l�4-l0, starts the 500 ms

beginning of file (BOF) t�mer and the 250 ms timer, one shot

'J. .... 4. Wh�n the latter times out th� positive going trailing

edge of theQ output is differentiated. py C61 and R85 �nd

buffereq by OR gate 2 ... 7-6. rhe resultan,t 200ns pulse sets

the read data A, read data B (RDA-,RDB) flag and resets the

biphase encoder and decoder via the power driver NAND gates
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1.,.3-6 altd 1-3-8 respectively. The RDA,RDB flag is applied

to the read c;:1ata A(RDA) and read, data B(RDB) inputs of the

tape decK. These allow data to be read back from· the read

heads.

The RDA, RDB flag also enables AND gates 1-1... 8,

1_1_11, 2-1-3, and 2-1-6. The record flag enables AND gates

2-1-8 and 2-1-11. The four ch&nne1 flag was originally

established to enable four channel recc;>rding. However I .on Ly

three analog channels were necessary, so the four channel

feature was disabled. All the necessary clocks and operator IS

console contra�s have been l?rovided so that this feature may

be rein�tated at any time.. For a c;:1iscussion of the steps

whioh wot:41d be.necessary to accomplish this, see appendi� G.

Unless tour channel operation is used, AND gates 1-1-8 and

1-1-11 are not required. Their outputs, which a.re terminated

on card q have acoor di.nq Iy been left open. Thus, only gates

2-1-3, 2-1-6 and 2,-1-11 need be considered in the following

discussion. The out;put of gate �-I-J_.1, is applied to the three

channel record line (input 9 I) on card 6 which, as is shown

in drawing 0-2, effectively reduces the resistance fro.m vcc

to pins 13 of th� 0.25,( and 0.50� one shots. This has the

effect of reducing the time delays of th9se one shots to that

requireq for decoding three channel encoded data at the faster

record tape speedf thus providing a read after write feature.
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Next, the 500 ms BOF timer times O'Qt,marking the

end of the BOF gap. The positive going trailing edge of this

one shot is di,fferentiatedby C59 and R83. The resultant

pq.lse sets the encoded spaces clock flag. This flag is.

connected to input 6 of qar¢l. 5, and applies the encoded

spaces clock to the buffer input clock bus (buffer input-

output gating, drawing 5-2). The encoded spaces clock flag

is also applied to input V of car-d 10, where it enables the

240 J(HZ cr-ys ta L controlled clock to the frequency divider of

the encoded spaces cLook generat6r,· drawing 10-1. Referring

to this drawing, it <;lan be seen that since the three channel

flag is set, the �37 gate is selectea with the resultant

6.5 KHZ clock being applied to input 3 of the buffer inplJt

oq.tput gating, oard 5. Thus, since no data inpu.ts to the buffer

data input bus have yet 'been enabled, "O,IIS (which will be

encoded spaces) are c Locked into buffer 1.

Recoro. instruction 9 is the ne�t circq.it which becomes

active (see drawing 7-3). The instruction 9 line has been

driven ID thus enabling AND gate 1 .... 1 .... 3. When buffer 1 fills

.with "0 II IS, OR gate 2-8-3 emits a posi, tive going 200. ns pulse

which sets the 1;;>i:phase encoder data cloc:;:k flag HI. This flag

is applied to input U of the biphase encoder data clock and

buffer record output clock generator, drawing 10-2. AND gate

4 ... 1-6 is thereby enabled arid the 240 KHzclock is app l.i.ed
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I
,to the frequency diviqer�. Since the three channel flag is

set, NAND gate 4-4-8 is enabled thus selecting a ;24 operation

on the 240 KHZ clock. This results in the g�neration of

biphase encoqer clock A and clock B and buffer output shift

clock pulses at a rate of 10KHZ. The biphase encoder clock$

A and B are app�ied to the piphase encoder while the buffer

output shift clock pulses are applied to input D of the buffer

input"!"output ga�ing. The p\lrpose of the 2us timer is to allow

ample. time for the output flip flops of the biphase encoder

to settle b�fore setting the biphase encoder'output flag.

This flag is applied to th� biphase encoder output enable line,

thus gating the biphase enooded data to the tape deck data

inputs (see dra'v'y'ing 6 .... 3).

The 2 ustimer of record instI;'uction 9 (<;lrawing 7-3)

also set:':! the leader ¢lata mUltiplexor (LDM) flag H;I:. This

flag remains HI until the 24 leader ¢lata words have been loaded

into the buffers.

When buffer 1 empties, the buffer 1 empty �lag (the

Q output of the buffer I full flag), input F of the inter

record gap sequence logic, drawing 7 .... 4, goes HI, thus setting

flip flop 3-7-5 HI. At this point tlle l199th anq 1200th data

bits have been loaded into the biphase encoder Cind the piphase

encodez delayed clock B pulse is still in progress (see figure

3.14(fl». An inspection of figure 3.14(b) shows thCit the mid
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bit interval and end of bit interval clock B pulses must b�

applied in,order to complete the :7'ecording of the last two

bits. Note also that the trailing edge of the current

de layed clock B pu lse has not yet occur t-ed , Thus, the counter

made up of flip flops 2b-4b must count three more delayed

clock.Btrailing edc;;�s before the biphase encQO.er is reset.

At this point, the biphase encodeJ:! dg_ta clock flag is reset,

the biphas� encoder is reset, and flip flop 3 ... 8... 4 is directly

set HI which enables AND gate 3-2-3. Th�s, about ms later,

when buffer 2 becomes full of "0'" s, flip flop 3-8... 5 is reset

and one shot ·3-3·is triW'i1ered. About 2tls later, the one shot

tiIqes out apd pulSeS are generated which

1. provides a de.).ayeq buffer full �ndication,
f. sets the pipha-se encoder dq.ta clOCK :flag,

3. resets the enqoded spaces clock flag, and

4. triggers one �hot 2b-5b ..

.

.

This one shot is a 30 ms timer which is used to delay load-

ing the leader da,ta into bl.lffer +. The twenty-six words

(including parity) mg_K.ing up the leader data (see figure

3.15 :t;or the leader <lata format) are loaded into buffer 1

within less ·than one millisecond. The time required to load

26 worc.s (including parity) of normal EC� data is apout 30 ms.

'rhe second IRG woulq. thus be about 30 InS shorter than the rest

if the loading of butfer 1 were not de layed 1;>y this. amount at;

this time. When the 30 !liS timer times out, the 240 KHZ clock
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is enabled and the buffer record data input flag is set HI

therepy enabling the loading of :J,eader c;lnd ECG data into

the buffers.

After the clock is epabled, the instruction register

(drawing 9-1)
.

is decremented and the record instruction 8

line (drq.wing 7-5) is enabled. This instruction causes the

LDM and parity word generators to be reset (initialized). The

next clock period decrements the instruction regi.ster again,

enabling instruction 7 (drawing 7-6), This sets flip flop

3,.8-9 HI, thereby enabling the LDM outputs to the parity encoder.

Once more the 240. �Z c Iock decrements the Lnat.zuct Lon register,

t.h i s time eriab Li.nq LrrstructLon 6, shown in drawing 7-7. This

instruction inc:;:rements the�arity wOro. counter and clocks the

Pflrity word generator, clrawing 3-1 (see subsection 3.3.2).

Again the instruction register is decremented. Instruction 5

is·enabled. A disable clock puJ,.se is emitted on output 3'

(drawing 8-1), the 2us timer, 1-4;is triggered, a c Lock pulse

is supplied to the intermediate register (drawing 3-1) which

par a.Ll.e I loads the data input word into it, and flip flop

2b-3-9 is clocked. This latches·th� state of the "0" sense

line from the parity word counter. At this point the "0"

sense line is FII. When the q output of the timer goes HI,

NAND gate 1-6-:6 output.goes LO since the parity word counter

is neither 12 nor o. This cal,lsE?s the clock enable pulse at
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output 11-' to. be emitted and also increments the WM counter

in instruction 4 . (drawing 8-2). When the clock cycles again,

the in�tructien 4 line gqe� LO and instructien 4 is errtered,

Meanwhi�e, the 2 us timer times out and flip flop 2 .... 2�5 is

set HI �hus enabling the intermediate register busy flag.

When th� 240 KHZ clock goes rD, this flag is set HI (thus

disabling the parallel input enable of the intermediate

registerl) which causes the 240 KHZ clocl<: to be gated to the

buffer J.ata input clock and the shift intermediate register

lines. iCleck pulses are also. applied to. t.he shift register

1.;..7 sucli that after 8 pulses flip flop 2 ... 2-5 is reset thus

resetin9 the intermedi�te regi�ter busy flag. Also, while

this flaig if HI, gate J,-1.... 1 is disabled so that if in�truction

5 is en-oered the clock will pe disabled (via flip flep 2b-3
!
,

and gate:s 2b-2-6 and 2-1 .... 10) and the proqr am will wait until

the cont.errt s of the Ln t.errnedf.at;e register have been shifted to.

the b\lff�rs.
I
,

!when instruction 4 is entered, gates 3 .... 8-12 and 2-7-10I
!

test thel LDM counter fer the 24 courrt , If this count, i.s present,

tb.e outpkt of NAND gate 3-8-12 will go. ID causing the LDM flag!
;
i

and I\)ult�plexor cel,lnter to. be reset, the LDM eutputs to be
!

disabled� and the 10 secend timer to. be triggered.
I

�f
'I
·i

be ID when.

!

the 24 count; is net present, :NOR gate 2-7 .... 10 will.

the instruction.4 strobe line gees ID. The pesitive
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i
1

going e�ge of inverter 2-5-4 is differentiated by e50 and
!

R73, an� inverted by 3-4-4. This will result in clocking

the IPM!and the issuing of a branch to instruction 7 conunand.
,

This will cause the instruction 7 line to go 10.

fThe above operations are thus repeated until the

instruction 5 line goes ID when the parity word counter

contain$ a 12. This time, when the Q output of the 2us

timer gc!>es LO, gate 1.;..1-13 goes HI, causing flip flop 1-2-9

to go Ht (enabling the parity word generator outputs) and the
1,-'

ADC and] LDM output enable flags
..

and the parLtiy word counter
i

to be r�set. Also, no transfer to any other instruction .takes

place ai this time. 'l'hus, wpen the .twelfth LPM word has been
1
i

shiftecllto the b\iff�rs ;:.tndthe 2us timer is again strobep,

the Q o�tput of flip flop2h-l will be ID. The output of'.
i
!

gate 1-f-4 will go HI, reseting the parity word generp.tor, the

parity Jord generator optputs are disabled, the LDM counter
'i

is incr�mented, and the 240 !<HZ cloCk is enabled.
I
I
[Once the LDJXl counter has reached 24 and the LDM flagi

.

.

i
has beeri reset, l\ND gate 1-5-11 (drawing 8-1) is dd.aab Led toi

-

.

.

1
I

prevent iinstruction4 from being entered again. NAND gateI
I

1-6-8 i� enabled instead so that program control is passed to
1

instruc�ion 2 rather th�n instruqtion 4.
!
i
lThus, two bLook s of 12 LDM data words plus 1 parity
i

word ar� shifted into the buffers. This takes approximately
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750 us.] Note that since there are only 16 BCD output switches
,

to selebt leader data and that the first leader data word

is hard wired, the l�st 7 LDM words consist of all "O"'S

(except for the parity bits).
I
iWhen instruction 4 is entered for the last time the

LDM cou�ter = 24 and the last parity word of leader data is
i
I

being sJ(lifted out of the intermediate register to the buffers.
I

The clo�k was enabled in instruction 5� The various flags
. I .

and tlm�rs are reset and triggered (as described earlier), the
.,

!
instruction register is decremented and instruction 3 is

,I
enteredj

I

I
IWhen the instruction 3 line (drawing 8-3) goes LO, one

I
shot, 213 (period:::; 500 ns) is triggered. This issues a strobe

!

pulse t� the ADC. When the one shot times out the ADC outputI
enable tlag is set. This enables the ADC data outputs to the

I
encoder� The negative going transition of the instruction 3

I
line al�o enables the 4ms timer. This tinter is triggered

I
when thef ADC buay line goes HI in re.sponse to the ADC strobe!

,

i
pu Lae , !When the' conversion is compLe t.e the ADC busy line goes!

I
W. Th�s ca�ses a branch to instruction 6 conunand (a negat-

!

ively gJing pulse out of NA� gate 3-8-8) to be issued. The
I

iJ also enabled 'and the multiplexor counter is incremI
I

I
I

i

!Instruction 6 is then entered. The parity word generator

clock

ented.
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is tOg�led and the parity word counter is incremented.
I

I The next clock cycle causes instruction 5 to be

entered.. The operation of this instruction is identical to!
!

that w�ich occurred while the LDM flag was set with the
I

except.Ion that upon completion of instruction 5, a branch,
I

to inst�uction 2 command is issued (output 5 I, drawing 8-1)
I

insteadi of allowing program control to fall to instructionI

i
4.

!
1 When instruction 2 is entered (drawing 8-4), the
i

states bf the multiplexor counter and 4ms timer are tested.I •

i
If the �ultiplexor counter is not = 3 (for 3 channel operation)
a branc� to instruction 3 command will be issued. However, if

I
,

the multiplexor counter do�s = 3, the mUltiplexor counter will
I

be reset and the progrqm ppuses in instruction 2 until the
I

4m.s tim+r times out. Then a branch to ins t.ruc tLon 3 commandI

i
is genetated and the next sample is taken of the three channels.

!

i
'The record pro�ess continues looping thus from ihstruct-

ion 6 to 5 to 2 to 3 and back to 6 until the 10 s timer, which

was set in record instruction 4, falls to zero. This causes

the ouput of NOR gate 1-1-10 of record instruction 5, drawing

8-1, to go HI. This level is not tested until gate 1... 1-4 goes

HI. This gate, in turn, does not go HI until. the parity word

of the last block to be loaded into the buf�ers is being shifted

out of the intermediate register. When this occurs, the output
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of AND gate 1-5-3 is therefore driven HI which sets the

I
!

!

finish flag HI, causing a branch to instruction 1.

The program pauses in· instruction 1 (drawing 8-5)
until the intermediate register busy flag is reset

(indicating that the parity word has been loaded into the

buffers). This caUses a puise to be issued from inverter

3-4-10 which sets the encoded spaces clock flag HI and resets

the buffer record data input flag (record start up, drawing

7-2). Thus the remaining portion of the buffer which was

being loaded is filled with "O"'S. At this point the output

of AND gate 3-5-6 goes HI Which sets the end of data (EOD)

f1;;:1.g HI. When the other buffer is fi Ll.ed with "0 "'s and the

EOD flag is again tOggled, the enco<led spaces cloc� flag is

reset. Thus no more input clock pulses a,re delivered to the

buffers. Also, when the EOD flag was toggled for the second

time and the EOD flag output fell LO, input K of the IRG

sequence logic, drawing 7-4 also fell LO which set the Q

output of flip flop 3-7-9 HI. This enables AND gate 3-2-6

so that when flip flop 3-8-5 is set HI at the beginning of the

IRG interval (see figure 3.l4(b» the output of this gate goes

HI. This issues a SWSTOP command and, after. about; a 200 ns

delay, resets the biphase encoder Ol,ltput flag.

The SLOSTQP logic (drawing 10-8) simply allows a

time delay of about one-half second before a FASTOP cOmmand
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is generated. During this one-half second delay a.gap is

being recorded on the tape since the biphase encoder out

puts are disabled.

The FASTOP logic (drawing 10-7) first of all reset$

the run flag (main state generator, drawing 10-5) which

causes the tape 'deck to stop. Since the maximum stop time

of the tape deck is specified as 60 ms, .a time delay of that·

interval (one shot 1-5, drawing 10-7) is used to ensure that

the deck is in fact stopped before the deck stopped flag

goes HI. Secondly, the record flag (also found ;in the ma i,n

state generator) is reset. Finally, after the deck stopped

fl.ag goes HI, flip flop 2b-2b-9 of the write enable/disable

logic (drawing' 7-1) is reset thus disabling the record heads

of the tape deck only after tape motion has ceased.

This completes the description of the program for the

record process.

�.4.2 playback process program

The playback process begins with the pressing of the

playback b�tton. This places a LO on input 2 of the debounce

logic, drawing 10-3. The same sequence of events which lead

up to the setting of tl1e record flj3.g in the record Process

leads to the setting of the playback flag in the playback

process. The exception, of course, being that the playback
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enable line is driven LO rather than the record enable line

(drawing 10-3). The Q output of the playback flag sets the

run flag (main state g�nerator, drawing 10-5) HI, enables

the biphase decoder data output to the buffer input-output
gating, drawing 5-1, and sets the 4ips select line (drawing

10-10) HI. This causes Q7 of the tape speed selector

(drawing 9-7) to turn ON. Relay 2 picks up and applies the

voltage selected by R63 onto the del,ta speed input (DSP:j:)

line. This causes the tape deck to run at 4ips when the RUN

line goes LO.

'I'b e Q output of the playback flag is applied to

input M of card 9. In the program controlandinstruction

register (drawing 9-1) this line enables the playback instruct

ion 9 and 8 lines. In the pl.ayback initialization logic

(drawing 9-2) the negative going eqge of the Q output of -the

playback flag causes a pulse to be delivered to the program
control (drawing 9-1) which loads a 9 into the instruction

register. The playback instruct-ion 9 line thus goes IJ). Also,

pulses are issued on outputs 16 and C of the playback initial

ization logic which reset the biphase decoder and RDA,RDB

flag respectively.

The Q output of the run fla,g (main state generator,

drawing 10--5) is applied to the run. logic which causes the

RUN line to the tape deck to be driven LO. This starts the
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tape deck at the 4ips speed as was explained earlier in

this subsection. The rl),n flag is also applied·to the read

permission delay, drawing 10-6. The read permission delay

creates a delay of about 100 ms (the maximum rated start

time of the tape deck) before the read permi�sion flag is

raised. This was necessary to ensure that the tape deck was

up to speed before data were read. The RWP line which is

provided by the tape deck is also an indication that data

may be read. However, this line exhibited anomolous glitches

shortly after the deck motion was started. These were intoi

erable so the timer was added to prevent readback errors.

Playback instruction 9 is shown in drawing 9-3. When

the playback instruction 9 line is driven ill, AND gate 1-1-3

is enabled. Thus, when the read .permission flag is finally
raised, the output of this gate goes HI which sets the RDA,RDB

enable flat HI (record start up, drawing 7 ... 2). This flag allows

data-to be output from the tape deck•. At this time, the first

record has not yet been encountered ort the tape. One shot

1-8 is thus in the rest or untiming state. AND gate 1-1-6 is

thus enabled so that flip flop 1-4-5 is set HI when AND gate

1-1�3 goes HI. The data output line, output D/thus goes HI.

AND gate 1-1-8 is also enabled by the output of AND gate 1-1-3.

When the first record is encountered on the tape, biphase

decoder clock pulses are emitted which causes the Q output
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of one shot 1-8 t<;:> go HI and to remain HI since its period

is about 1.5 (where ?: is the interval between pairs of

clock pulses = 790 us). AND gate 1-1-8 thus goes HI when a

record is encountered on the tape and enables ,AND gate 1 ..... 1-1l.

When buffer 1 becomes full, this gate goes HI which resets

flip flop 1-4-5 and allows the data which is then just about

to be output from buffer 1 to be applied to the data output

line, output D. The sarrie pulse which causes flip flop 1 ..... 4-5

to be reset also enables the clock.

When t�e clock decrements the instruction register

and the playback instruction 8 line goes W, a pulse is

generated (from inverters 2-1-8, 2-2-10 and 2-1-6 and C34

and R5l of the p Lay'back instruction 8, drawing 9-4) which

disables the clock. The program thus stays in instruction 8

for the remainder of the p1aypack process.

Since no command has been issued to the contrary,

the tape deck continues to run. It is now in the IRG between

the first and second records recorded on the tape. Data

(that contained in the first record) are now being output

from buffer 1. These, of course, are encoeed spaces.

When the tape deck encounters the second record, clock

pulses are again emitted from the biphase decoder. Since the

play1;lack instruction 8 strobe is 00, one-shot 1-7 (in play

back instruction 8, drawing 9,..4) is ena'bled and is triggered
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HI by the biphase decoder clock pulses. The time period

of this one shot is 30 ms. It therefore remains in the

triggered state until 30 ms after the biphase decoder clock

pulses disappear. This happens when the second IRG is

encountered.

When the gap sense timer times out, a pulse 1S sent

to the fastop logic, drawing 10-7, which resets the run

flag (main state generator, drawing 10-5) and, after a 60 ms

delay (equal to the maximum specified stop time of the tape

deck), sets the deck stopped flag. When the run flag is reset(

of course, tape deck motion is stopped.

When buffer 1 empties, a pulse will appear on input L

of the main state generator, drawing 10-5. This pulse will

set the run flag causing tape motion to begin once more. The

read permission delay is again triggered by the run flag. The

reading of data is enabled when this timer times out, setting

the read permission flag HI. Since this time the instruction

8 strobe is lo, the one shot� 1-5, of the playback inter-file

gap sensing logic, drawing 9-6, is enabled. Thus, when the

read permission flag gOes HI, this one shot is triggered

disabling NOR gate 1-3 .... 10 while setting flip flop 4-8 ..... 5. This

flip flop may be reset by the gap sense timer. :.t;:f one shot

1-5 is allowed to time out, the output of NOR gate 1-3-10

goes HI which is interpreted as detecting an inter file gap.
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However, because the tape il5 within an IRG and not an lPG,

one shot 1-5 does not time out before tpe gap sense timer

is triggered HI by the biphase decoder clock. pulses which

are issued when the next record is encountered.

This record is loaded into buffer 1, the next IRG

is encountered and the tape deck is stopped, as before.

During this time buffer 2 is emptying. When buffer 2 empties,

the process outlined in the preceding three paragraphs is

repeated.

The playback process continues in the above manner

until the last reco;rd (which would be encoded spaces) is

played back. Assume that the tape deck has just been re

started after the last record has been read and one shot 1-5

of the playback inter,..,file gap sensing logic (drawing 9�6)

has been triggered. Normally, the gap sense timer is triggered

by the biphase decoder clock before this one shot times out

and flip flop 4-8 is reset. However, since the tape deck

is within an lPG, no data is encountered. One shot 1 ... 5 thus

times out and the output of NOR gate 1-3-10 goes HI.

If the single file playback switch is ON (located on

the operator's console), AND gate 1-2-11 is enabled and the

playback over flag is set Ill. Pulses are thus delivered to

the playback initialization logic, drawing 9 ... 2, and to fastop,

drawing 10-7. The former causes the RDA, RQB flag to pe
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reset while the latter resets the run flag (stopping the

tape deck) and sets the deck stopped flqg after a 60 IDS

delay� The Q output of the plqyback over flag is also

c;::onnected to the playback terminqtion logic, drawing 9-5�

If the standby switch is ON, a heginning of file· (BOF)

rewind command is initiated, causing the tape deck to rewind

to the beginning of the file just played back. On the. other

hand, if the standby switch is OFF, a reset pulse is caused

which places the remote· terminal in a neutral stqte for further

playback or recording�

If the single file plqyback switch is OFF, a reset

command is given so. that the remote terminal is placed in the

neutral state. However, one sh()t 1-6 (drawing 9-6) is triggered

simultaneously. When it times out after about 1.5 seconds, a

remQte p�ayback cOI1lIDqnd is generated and the terminal autom

atically starts to play back the next file on the tape. This

will repeat itself after every fi.;Le until the end of taPe (EOT)

leader is encountered or until there are no more files recor ded

on the tape. If the former, the tape deck shuts itself down

when the clear BOT or EOT leader tape is encountered (see tape.

deck operating manual). AEi a buffer which is· emptying :is

una f f'e cted by this, an a t t empt; is made to restart the tape

deck when that buffer empties. Since there can be no biphase

decoder clock pUlses the playback over fl�g is �et after one
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shot 1-5 (drawing 9-6) t,imes out. A beginning of tape (BOT)

rewind command is thus initiated from the playback termin

ation logic (drawing 9-5) if the standby switch in ON. If

OFF, the remote terminal is simply reset. If there are no

more files on the tape after the playback process is started,

the shutdown timer, drawing 10 .... 1l. will time out (after

appro:xi,mately lOs) and set the playback over flag which

results in the sequence of events previously described for

termination of the playback process.

This completes the description of the program for the

playback process. The following two subsections describe the

beginning of file and beginning of tape rewind processes.

3.4.3 Beginnin� of file rewind

The BOF rewind logic is $hown in drawing 10-10. The

BOF rewind process is started either by a positive going

pulse on inputs B or C or by a switch closure (BOR rewind

switch) on the operator's console which removes' a groL!.nd �rom

input D. Any of these events sets flip flop 2-7-5 �I cau s i.nq

a fastop command and enabling ANP gate 2-8-8. When the deck

stopped flag goes HI, the output of this AND gate goes HI

which sets flip flop 2-7-9 HI. The Q output of this flip

flop is connected to the. run logic (drawing 10-12) and causes

tape motion in the reverse direction via tape deck commaJ.1.ds
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RUN an<l REV. Flip flop 2-7-9 also causes the 4 ips select

line (output ;H, drawing 10 ... 10) to be enabled (see drawing

9-7). Thus, the tape deck is made to run in the reverse

direction at the 4 ips rate.

When the tape deck gets up to speed the read write

permission (RWP) line (drawing 10-10) goes HI. Since AND

gate 2-4-8 is enabled by the Q output of flip flop 2-7-9,

the output of this gate goes HI causing the RDA, RDB flag to

be set (thus enabling reading of data) reseting flip flop

2-7-5, and enabling the one shot 3,..,1 to the biphase decoder

clock pulses. Once the first record to be encountered causes

these clock ,pulses to b� generated, this one shot will remain

triggered, even through the IRG's, The time period of the

one shot is such that it will. only be allowed sufficient tim�
to time out when an IF(; is encountered. At this time OR gate

3 .... 2-6 emits a pulse which resets flip flop 2-7-9, ceas�ng

tape motion and which reset!;; t;he RDA, RDB flag. 'Another pulse,

the BOF rewind complete pulse, causes a system reset via the

re�et command generat;or, drawing 10-4.

�.4.4 Beginning of tape rewind

,

The BOT rewind logic is !;;hown in drawing 10-9. The

BOT rewi.nd process is started either by a pos:,i.tive going pulse
at inpllt 12 or by operation of a switch (BOT rewind) on the
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operator's cOnsole which removes a ground from input 16r

Ei-trher of these actions cau,ses the Q output of flip flop

2-2-5 to go HI (generating a fastop command) and the Q

output to go W. enabling NOR gate 2-1-4. When the deck

stopped fla9 is set, the output of this gate _goes HI which

sets the Q output of flip flop 2-2-9 HI (issuing run and

reverse commands to the run logj_c, drawing 10-12) and the

Q output W. The Q output is connected to the FAST input

of the tape deck. When this line goes low tape speed is at

a maximum (40 ips average). Thus the tape deck ;Ls caused to

rewind at the fastest speed.

When the EaTS (NOT end of tape sense) and EOTM'

(NOT end of tape motion) lines go HI and the RUN arid REV

lines are LO, the beginning of tape leader has been reached.

Flip flop 2-3-5 is thus set HI, reseting flip flops 2-2-5 and

2.-2-9 (thus ceasing tape motion) and issuing a BOT rewind

complete pulse. This pulse is applied to the reset command

generator (drawing' 10-4) and oauses a system reset to occu,r.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has described the detaile<;i workings of

the analog and digital circuits contained in the remote

terminal. Timing' diagrams were presented for certain key

subsystems and the record. and playback programs were traced
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t�rough the control.

The next chapte;r- presents the results which have

been obtaine� with the remote terminal.
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4. RESULTS

After the Lni t i.a L "debugging", for the final testing

of the logic of the remote terminal, only the four limb

electrodes were used. The remaining electrodes were shorted

together and connected to the left arm electrode. Leads I,

II, and III were selected on the patient box and several

files were made.

After the files w�re recorded, the patient box was

disconnected arid the.remote terminal data O\ltput and modem

clock input were connect.ed to the Scientific Data System i
s

Sigma � cQ�puter (located in the controls LaQoratory at the

college of Engineering, University of Saskatchewan). This

machine was programmed to clC)ck qata out of the remote

terminal at a rate of appro�imately 800 bps, demultiplex,

decode, and perform three channel siJ;nultaneous digital to

analqg conv(3rsions on th� data thus recovered.

Figure 4.1 shows a sample printout from this proced

ure. Note that eight "non..... correctable errors" were made.

This meant that eight blocks of data had more than one parity

error (there were appt:oximately 800 blocks per file). For

the reasons for these errors, see the discussion on page 98

of this chapt�r.
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figures 4.2 and 4.3 are actual strip chart record-

ings of the three analog output channels. ';['Wo separate

displays were taken because only a two channel strip chart

recorder was available. The noise at the beginning of the

file was muscle potential due to the author's having just

depressed the record push button. Further muscle potential

i9 evident tOYlard the last third of the file.

Figures 4.1, 4�2, and 4.3 deJRonstrated the viability

of ECG transmission using :J?CM.

For each fiJ,e recQrded the results were reproduce-

able except for the occasional appearance
.:
or disappearance

Of one IIcor:r;ectable �rrorlt. Since appro)Cimptely 76,000 bits

(approximately 105) 'fare reccrded per file this represented

a randoIl\ �rror of apo'Ut 1 in 105 bits.

IrlV��ti9at.:ion of the data output s LqnaLs from the

two tracks of the tape recorder disclosed appar�ntlY random

interchannel time displacement errors (Pear, 1967, page 171).

Thes� error s , a s obaenvad on a storage-tUbe QsQ.lloscope, appear

ed as occasional skew between the two channels of the tape

deck. Skew WflS observed Which was as l(u:,9'€ as 50% of a bit

interva�. Since the bit timing for poth channels is obtained

from channel A only, an,Cl since only a ma)CimuJR skew of :: 2S%

of a bit interval was tolerable at the decoder, such skew

would in fact produce errors. That this ske� was recorded
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on the tape wps prov�n by the fact that for a given file

recorded an a given tape the same number of errors would

always be made each time it was played back.

The error rate increased also when cassettes other

than that which Was su�plied b¥ the tape deck manufacturer

were used. Errors as high as several hundred per file were

observed for poor' quality audio ca s sett.es, aowever, the

guidance for these Was very poor, so poor in fact that a

periodic rubbing Qf the tape edges coul.d be heard during

recording. Visual inspection also revealed da:rnage at the tape

eo-ges due to abra s Lon.•

The errors which were observed could have been
-.

caused

by tape "walk" (�ar, +967, pp. +72 ... 173). +1: i� well known

that Compact Cassettes ® guide the tape very poorly, espec-

iFilly at high tape
. ® .

desi dspeed$. compact cassettes· wel;'e ·esl.gne.
7

speeds qf 1 I ips. The record speed uSied
8

to 9perate at tape

in this device was 15 ips. To avoid these difficulties some

manufacturers have announced tape clecks which USia mechanical

linkages to ext;ract'a length of tape from·the cassette and wrap

it around precision quides between piJ;lch roller$. In these

uni ts, the ca s set te is treated only as a place of storage for

the tape. Unfortunately such units were not available at the

time the tape deck was specified. Use of this type of machine
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would considerably reduce the error rate due to tape walk.

For the existing unit, however, it shoul¢l. bE;!

possible to reduce the errors due to tape wal.k by obtaining

the bit timing for track B from track B rather t.han sharing

it with track A (pea.:r, J.967, pp. 172 ... 173).

'rhe remote terminal was successfully tested over a

standard voice grade telephone circuit using synChronous
transmission at 1200 bps_ Details of these transmission tests

will be reported in a subsequent M. Se. thesis by W. L. Forbes.

eased on the experience gained, an attempt is

presently being made to f1,lrther develop the engineering

prototype to the production prototype stage. This shoul.d

result in a und.t; which is easi.ly reproduceal?le and even more

economical to construct than the present version.
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5, .. CONCLUSIONS

With frequency mod�lation (FM) it is possible to

obtain q_n improvement in the demodulated signal to noise

ratio (St:m.) over N-:l. However, this improvem�nt can be

obtained only by increas:il)g the'bandwidth of the modulated

signal. With three channel transmission, which is desirable

for vectorcardiograms, the 9aPdwidth which is occupied per

channel must be reduced in order to remain within that portion
of the passband of a voice grade telephone circuit which is

free of phase non linearit:ies. Thus, much of the SNR

improvement wte�tial of F14 is Ipst. In. ad.dition, PM is

sensitive '\fo iInPulse noise, which generates clicks and pops

pn the �eItl9dulated signal outputs. Thef3e intr<:>duce artifacts

in the resultant wavefOrms whic;:h are into;Lerab;Le, especially
in awt:omated ECG diagnostic sysuems. S�nce rural telephone

exchanges can produce excessiVe impulse noise, the usefulness

of an FM ECG transmission system for rural areas could be

seriously impaired.

Pulse code modulation provides the highest demodulated

SNR of the three systems ot modulation which were discussed in

chapter two. PCm is much more inunune to impulse noise than

FM. It is alsO possible to decode a peM signal so that when

errors do occur they Can be detected and eTitlJer qorrected or
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the signal c�n be re-trans:mitted.. The amoupt of 1;>andwidth

n�cessary for tran�mission of a PCM signal can be traded

off for transmission rate assuming that the intermediate

storage has been. provided.. This increases tl1e reliability

of transmission over even low grade cirouits. Finally,

trans�ission by PCM eliminates the requirement.for analog

to digita]" (A/P) conversion at the r�ceiving terminal for

a'Utomated ECG diagnostic systems and greatly facilitates

interfQ.cing in such· a system.

l?CM was therefore judged. the most suitable for

transmission of ECG's over the PDP network�

BY trapsmitt;ing di�itallYI it is possible to take

ad.vantag� ot; low cost digital integrate¢). circuits to perform

suitable signal conqitioning and for recording digitally

On an intermediate storageme<il.j.um. Thus, tuning, alignment.

and drift problems are greatly reduced in the transmitting

terminal over that which w9uld be required for an analog

system.

It is believed that the remote terminal is! the first

three channel digital ECG tJ;ansml,ssion system capable of

.
.

h
..

1
..

d (3) (21)operat�on over t e DDD ;n�twork to be dave oped lon Cana a. .

As illust:r;ated by H. K. Wolf et al (Sept., lQ7.2) at the time
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When results were being obta.j.ned from this system (see

figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4�3) other workers were still in

the feasibility study s't.aqe s , Furthermore, it is believed

to be one of the first such terminals in the world Which

may be reproduced at sufficiently low cost to enable

its use as a transmitting station in a mu1tistation ECG

('

acquisition system. Such a system could involve many

remote terminals transmitting ECG data to a central

r�ceiving terminal for a realistic cost.
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7. APPENDICES

Appendix A. List of Manufacturers of Analog to Digital
converters

Allan Crawford Assoc.,
6376 Churchill Aven�e,
ottawa, Ontario.

Applied Devices Corp.,
112 � 03 14th Avenue,
College Pt. N.Y. 11356
U.S.A.

Applied Technology Co.,
Bo� 272
Don Mills, Ontario

Autonetics Corp., .

337Q Miraloma Avenue,
Anaheim, California 94803

.

U.S.A,

Avco, Electronics Division,
2630 Glendale-Milford Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241
U.S.A.

B. H. McGregor,
Box 156,
Station H,
Tor�nto 13, Ontario.

B. R. H. Asscc Lat.es Lt(i.,
1300 Carling Avenue,
Otta.wa, Ontario.

Beckman Instruments Inc.,
901 OXford street,
Toronto 18, Ontario.

Bomar, Canada. Ltd .. ,

Box 4076f
station E,
ottawa, Ontario.
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Brian Engineering Ltd.,
2445 Duncan street,
�ontreal, Quebec.

Brown Engineering - A T�ledyne Co.,
300 sparkman Drive,
Huntsville, Ala. 35807
U.S.A.

Bunker-Ramo, Defense Systems Div.,
8433 Fallbrook Avenue,
Canoga Park, california 91340
U.S.A.

C. A. E. Industries Lt.d ,.;

Electrpnics DivLsion,
M Box 6166,
Montreal, 3, Quebec.

Canoga Industries,
1901 Avenue Of 'rhe Stars,
Los Ang�les, California 90067
U.S.A.

Conductor - Missouri,
2600 N. 'rhird street,
St. Charles, Mo. 63301
U.S.A.

Conrac Corp.,
330Q MadisOfl Avenue,
New York; N.Y. 10017
U. S .A.

Control Logic Inc.,
3 strathmore Road,
Natick, Mass. 01760
U. S .A.

Computing Devices of Canada,
Box 508,
Ottawa, Ontario



III

comput oz Products Inc.,
Box 23�49,
Fort Laudero.ale, Floridq 33307
U.S.A.

Datascan Inc.,
1111 Paulison Avenue,
Clifton, N,J. 07013
U.S.A.

Datatron Inc.,
1562 Reynolds Avenue,
�anta Anna, California 92705
U. S .AT

Data Technology Inc.,
65 Grove Street,
watertown, MaSs. 02172
U. S.A.

Datum rnc, ,

170 E. Libe;J:'ty Avenue,
Anaheim, yalifornia 92801
U.S .. }\.

Ditran Corp.,
25 Adftms street,
rrurlint;Jtqn, �ql,ss. 0180�
U.S,A.

Electronetic Systems Ltd.,
6420 Victoria Avenue,
Montreal, Quebec:;::.

Fairchild Semiconductor,
Unit 10.
1040 Mal;'tin Grove Road,
P� O. Box iso,
RexdaJ.e. Ont;q,rio.

TFerranti,..Packaro. Ltd ••

121 Industry Street,
Toronto 15, Ontario.
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General $lectric co , ECSO,
1 �iv�r Road,
Schenectady, �.Y. 12305,
U.S.A.

Harris - Intertype Corp.;
55 Public Square,
Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
U.S.A.

Infomax,
470 San Antonio Road,
Palo Alto, California 94306
U.S.A.

Ipstronics Techno-Products Ltd.,
P.O. Box 100,
Stittsville, Ontario.

Intersil lnc.,
10900 N, Tan,tau Avenue,
Cupert�no, California 95014
U.S.A.

Philco - Ford Corp.,
900 Don Mills �oad,
Don Mills, Ontario.

Plessey, Canada Ltd.,
300 Supertest Road,
Down�view, Ontc;trio.

R. Beat tie Ltd",
2104 Bromaqzove Road,
Clarkson, OntariQ.

Whittaker Electronic� Ltd.,
42 Howqen AVenue,
Ottawa 5, Qntario.
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BULLETIN - 501·3·70

�� A/_D_._CO_N_V_E_R_TE"--R_... -_M_O_D_EL_,_5_O_1___,..----i

The Model fiOl is a completely self-contained lO·bit AID
converter. The unit converts the full 10 bits it) 30MS.
Input signal range is from 0 to +10V. However, through
an external trimming resistor, it may be adjusted to a

range of ±5V, The 501 contains. its own references, its
own clock and all the digital logic required for operation.

The Model 501 will operate from oP eta +70° C. The unit
is fully encapsulated and suited for printed circuit

mounting. Its dimensions are 2.8" x 4.1" x .615".

The unit employs a very fast settling D/A converter which
internally generates a ramp. When this ramp equals the

input signal the ramp stops increasing and the value
contained in the 01A converter corresponds to'. the signal
being converted. In the 501 a modification of this ramp

approach is used to achieve a complete 10 bit conversion
in 301lS. The busy bit indicates the end of 40MS ± 1 0%.

SPECI FICATIONS �5 C, unle.s noted

MODEL

Bits 10

InWt Range 0 to TlOV

Adjllsiable tl) :t5V

Input Impedance

COllvl!tsion Tim!!

OIHput Code

10K MIN

30MS
\

Binary

With the ramp approach, if the signal changes in .the
positive direction, the digitall/!Il!Je )'I'ill track it LIP; if the
signal changes in' tile negative direction the digital value
will increase vnti! it corresponds to a value greater than
the signal. Then the internal counter will stop and this
valu\'! will be hl1ld.

.

"1"

>O.5V

<2.5V

1�PPt'!1t(l
O°C to +7QoC
±15V@50mA

t1;lV@30mA

Price: (t·9) $195.00

Matin� Socket C501 � 9.50

Accura�y vs Temp

OP?';lting Range
Power Supply

MODEL 5(}1

• SMALl.: 2.8 x 4.1 x .625
• READY TO USE

.' I

\

�

10 BIT A/DGQNVERTER $195
unit price

HYBR;D SYSTEMS CORP0, 95 TerrllC' H�lr Ave .• BllrlinglOn, "'a'5.1)1803 ,. Tel: 617·272·1522' TWX: 710·:132·7584
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CONI\lE;CTlONS - MOPEl 501

o
-15V

Ihe unit h�s been pr8'lrillll1lt1d
to a full sCilla ilct,;uracy 0'
,abut \ t - l 'X.. Uy ,'\(h.tit�1j a po ten.
uometer tho hili s(:alo can bo
adjuned moro p,eciselv. Set
tho input 10 �I full scale of

appi"tlXiOlahtly' l-l0V- (or t5V
in the caso '0' ,t_ 5V operation)
•.modju., for .11 001» out.

;(10 2-9 2-8
o 0 0

LSB

DIGITAL
GROUND

d'uring conversion:
I,;O.5V aftor conversion,

INPUT 2K The digital (+5V) ground and
the analoq

'

ground mu It be
connected together. Connect
them at oolV one place to
avoid ground loops.

A 0 to • 2.5' pulse il.litiate.
conversion. The rtse time

". should be fa'ter tha'! 1 micre
second .:

For 0 to +lQV operation, SIlt
input to +10mV and adjust for
00 ... 01 out. For '5Y opera
tion .short out th� 1- Meu resis
tor. Sat Ih6 input tl) 0V and
.!Iju.t for 01111 ... 1 OU.I.

In complex 5'i$tems it is good
practice to connect all ground,
10 a �ingle Pl'int.

"For I"ecisotv 10mVlbii set
I.... input '0 HO.�3V.

MECHANICAL ALL PINS ARE BRASS
WITH GOLD. FLASH;
0,04 QIA AND 0;20MIIIj LENGTH.

,62!i

no
............ 1.57!:i -........... 1.S1S .,.......

....... 1.225 �....... 1.225
- .875 ..- .87!i'"
- ,525

...
s

..

25

-I.'

__"l� �I-- I
r $-$-(1-$-$ 19:-19-$-$-$

i eJ I I I I I I I I I t
WEIGHT; lESS THAN 9 OZ., 1_1.85 .........,.._.'.80

.

I 1.00

·tt-4-.. }5""':" - -,-��I. ! .:

T,· ·Ir- •.
-+- . .��-Q..

'1°1 �.• 1.50 ----1,�--1 . I' t
�-e- .1 1.20

i I
�1.00�1 I l-C9 -+ $�""'" -

I
2.8

l
---

t· 4;1

<t

Ir...v
HYBRID SYSTEMS CORP.,
95 Terrace Halt Av"., Burlington, M.s,. 018q3 • Tel; $'7·27�·152a • TWX: 710·33�.7584
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L:" •

GENERAL DESCRIPTJON
.

Th� Model 501 is a completely seli-contained 10-bit AID
conv�rter. The unit converts the full 10 bits in 50uS or

less. The input signal range is fram 0 to +lOV. However,

thrpugh an external trimming resistor, it Irlay be adjUsted to

a range of ±5V. The 501 contains its own references,' its

own clock �nd all the digital logic required for operation.

PRINCIBLE OF OPERATION

T})e unit employs a. very fast settling PIA converter which

internally g�nel'ates a rarnp , When this ramp equals t.he

input signal the ramp stops increasing and the value contained

in the pj.", converter corresponds J:o the signal being con-

ver ted , In t.he 50). a modification of this ramp appz-oa ch is

used to achieve a complete lO-bit converl3ion in 50uS. Con

version time may be shorter deperidf nq upon signal amplitude.
A busy bit output is used to indicqte when the conversion,

is COlllpleted.

--�----.----�--�-�----------,--------��--��--�

TITLE
501 AjD Converter Ivij.,

HYBRID
SYSTEMS

,_'-==--��ORATION

SUBJI:CT
501



NOTES ON OPERATION

l A. Stroh.:! Input

The Strobe Input controls the resetting of the AjD con

verter and the initiation of conversion. A step voltage of

o to 2.5V resets the converte�, This step also resets the

B4sy Bit to 2.5V. Conversion begins when the 2.5V level to

the strobe input goes to OV •. For proper operation t.he steps.
should have a rise time faster than luq. The time between

resetting and the time that conversion is initiated should
be a minimum of 300oS. In applying these steps always use

.a relatively low impedance source. Do not use an open circuit

in lieu of OV.

B.·· Busy Bit

The Busy Bit indicates when conversion is <;lomplete. It

is reset tc 2.5V when the 'cpnverter is reset anq remains at

that level until conversion is oomplete. It will then change
to OV.

�tsns
. -, r:���c ��:t��\�;�E.v...�IQ��" . J_. .

r---..-..... tc-,,_-..-.--,.....,

: )
(WSy e-r

I NI)Ic:A"'t.S
E;j.J� Of' C(.;N\-H.R�IOtJ

C. Grounding

TITLE

The analog ground and the digital ground are separated
internally and are brought out on ;2 pins. These. must be con

nected together: externally. In pomplex systems it is generally
good pr�ctice to connect all grounds to a single point.

1\11';. �..�
I-'YBRiD

SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

SUBJECT

JDATE
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ADJUSTMENTS

A. 0 t.o +lOV Operation

For 0 to +10V operation apply +lOmV to the input. Adjust
the offset potentiometer so that the code goes from QQ···OO to
0·. ·01. The proper setting is at the point that the le�$t
sil]nifiC;i;l.nt bit j\lst becomes p 1. Apply lO.;,!3V to the input
and adjust the input potentiometer until the converter J:"eads
all l's.

S, ±5V OperJtion

For ±5V operation apply -5.110V to the input and adju�t
thc. offset pot until. the code reads 00, •• 01.

.

Then ground the

input and adjust the inpu� pot for 1000···0 out�

TIll.E-,----------�--�------�.,.__�---.---_1

-----------��--------------=r�U8J[CT

.

OPH
. 501

ENGINEER ... J DATE· ·--·-.....,rr-.:-PA-G-,[. -'__"'-S-E-R-IA-L--N-O-.�--11
L 3 of 4

-----·-----=--=..==·=--·=--==--=:::=-..=:...,-.-=.:::;::!::====�:::;:;;l

HYBfUD
SYSTEr�iS

CORPORATION



SPEClFICATIONS (25°C, unless noted)

MOQel

Bits

Linearity
;rnppt Rang(il

Adjustable to

Input Itnpedance
Conversion Time

Outpu t Code

"0"

").,.

Aocuracy vs Temp
Operating Range·
Power SuPpl,y

501

10

.1%FS±lLSa
o to +lOV

±SV

lo.K MIN

50uS

Binary
'0,5V
<2.5V

75PP�/oc
o=c to +70oC
±l5V@50ml\
+SV@300inA

�0'''
HYBRID

SYSTEMS

L!::::.::======-·=�=--=�=:;::;;:::;:==:!::::====�lb:1 CORPORATION

TITlE

SUBJECT

fNGINEER DATE

501

SERIAL NO.
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App�ndix C. Specification$ for MC 1160 G
Dual 100 - Bit MOS static Shift Register
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_'"---.-_""'_.'-_.,.._\MD_5]f.1CllGOG

L Advance Information

DUAl100-BIT STATIC SHIFT REGISTER

The MC1160G static shift reqister is constructed with MOS P

channel, ""hailcement mode devices in s· .iflyle monolithic structure.

The circuil may be used as p l00-tiil delay or stor4ge line requiring de

(static) to 2.0 MHz operation.
.

Features:

• DC to 2.0 MHz Operation

, Non-Inverting Buttered Outputs

• Diode Protection on All Inputs
• Independent InputlOutput Lines

• CommOn SupplV and Clock Lines

, Specified or Single Or Cascade Applications

Operation: (Negativo Logic, i.e .• "I" = -10 V, "0" .. -2_0 V)

Inpul data may Pll'oaded into the firs! stage with ctock e l .. "I"

and (>'} � "0". The inpul dat.a is "locked in" when the clock line$
change to 91 = "0" and <1>2 '" "1" .. With ttie clock lines at these

logic lovels, data may be stored ·indefinitely. New data may be

entered and the previous data shifted when l"� clocks change bact<
to (>1 r "I" and 92 = "0",

MAXIMUM RATINGS

Rating . Symbol Value Uoll

UDD. VGG -3010 "0.3 Vde

·4>1.4>2 -3010 +0.3 Vde

Vin -3010 fO.3 Vde

Po 680 mW

4.0 mWf'>C

TA -55 to "85 °c

T,,� -6$ to +150 °c

SupP.ly VDltag�'
�.----�--------------���-����-+------- --�--------�

.'
Clqck ,V__O_I'-"-,],-._·----------------+--------+----------I-� __I
Data Inpul V(jlta9'�·

POlfolff Dtanpetion
Derate 8oo_ve_25_:0_C,__ � __f-------_+---'-'--_+_----'-.;.-_!

Operating Temperature Ranqe
- .. ----__-- - __�---- +- . p_------�

Storag� Perruieranne Range
---���------------._----�---�--------��------�

"aercreoced tc ground Win 5),

This device c()nlains circuihV 10 pr o t ec t th. in�ut!i fl9"in5t dSmll?f!i due to

hiUh Itetic VOII;\O"'. 01' e tec tr!e fi&ld�: h()we .... r, it,is OJdvistlid that normal pre

cGuliorfs be 'al<.en to aVOId ti"plic .. tiOh of itO';' vult.",c ,"!irlhel (han-rn_ax_itnum
'.:1;1,:1 lIollnl,;f!s to ttlis hiyh iO\p"dar\Ce:�I'l.'uit.

DUAl,.100-BIT
STATIC SHIFT REGISTER

MOS

METAL PACKAGE
CA!;E 602A

BLOCK DIAGRAM

3 VOP

[
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EU'(;TRICAl CHARACTERISTICS (VOD = -12 Vdc to -15 Vdc, VGG = -25 Vdc to -29 Vdc, RL = 10 Megohms,
, Cl = 10 pF, TA = -55 to +850C unless otherwise noted.)

\

Cti.f"I'C(t:l'-iSO.·�c - ,-_+..;;S;.:v.:;m",bo='--lf.,-_;.;M:...in"---'iI-_.:.T=VP_+�";;';;=_-+_-==-IMMk Unit

-32 mAde

-5.0

,50 "Ade

.SOO nAde

-3.0 Vde

--�
-3.0 Vel<;

-VGG
-1.0 Vd.
VOO

Vdc

1.6 kohm$

10 lIS

Supply Cur","" 'DO
II/DO' • IS V<k. VGG • -29 Vdc. TA • 250CI 'GG

�. .. ------------�-----+-----�----_�----��-�-�

Clock '''''''. 1..... 'Il" c.,rnn. 'RI'>
IV.· -29 V<k, VGG ,. OJ

(l_'""". Loal<.0110 ('-0, ..."'

IV.". �20_V_tk._. �___'__. ------_+-----+_----_+----_t--.. ---J.---�

C>o<:k ,,,,,,,t L�c L-',
I

"O"l"'.'
"1" Level

.'0'" Level

"1"leve' -9.0
"

"0" Leve'

"'''level -10
(N1pj t LI>Il< L_.

I,.· (I IQ 2.0 MIl,1
VOL
VOH

-0.3

-6.00.,,,,,,. VGI.�. "I" Lev.'

...�_0_·_-_'_3_V_dc__•.Vc,G • -27 '·elf. R_L","_'4_._0_k_o_�_m_'_t_o_gro_U_nd_'_'-_"'+ +__-_-l---__""' -"""''__'''''''''''''"

o..qx" ._-"<t "0" L..... '

IV"",. -1.OYdcl
---���----------__-- __- __--_-� �----_4-- �4-_' �-__---I

Oad. rut. �ldtn (�"' F'ovrl! H

-8.0

Zout 0.7

.,W 0.2

tIo'?w 0.2
�'------"�---.---_.-----�------'-----+----�--�-

tcl4> 0.01
.. - .. _ .. ------ .. ----- -------------- ---�-..:.--_4--�-+-----+_----+---_i

----� --�-- �-

10 Its

� .

n,

150 l!;O
150 :.>50

3.0 1>.0 pI'

28 33 pF

[:.':!'_���� ..

...... �... __��!e!.._+,-�0-'1_�1___"��__+----�-�-_..j
.
�o..iey 1"0,., IS.,. Fi<lure II ,_

IVpO • - 13 VIk. VaG. -21 Vdc. I • 2.0 MHt. T A
• 250CI

OU'I'u' "0" leve' !pd.
Ou.put "11' lev.' Ipd

+_---�---��_

:
l�.. tn;:'\lt �t."')(� Cin
I �-'" • O••• '1'J Ii.tHl, T /II. .. 7'S°C)
---.--------------

Qp.... '''PU' c.,�.� CCL
IV"I • P. ""'2" C. h '.0 I.II'J. lit.· 2SPCI

--�����---�--�-�--.�-�---�------��-----��------�

CIRCUIT SCHE""ATIC
(1/2 OF OCiVICE SHOWN)

• ""T�' ..
, ...--._-,
,

i
1_.

c,.;�,�
£'1'--- I

___ J -J

BUH[R�Ill
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----�...- .......,---.....-.---- .... -- ..

FIGURE 1 - TYPICAL WAVEFORMS
VOO" ·13 Vdc. VGG .. ·27 Vd., Rl- 10 M...,hm.••

Cl" 10 pF. 'l"A" 25°C

- - - - - - - - - -5091

._ - - - - _ - - -SIl!>

1.0 -- -- -.---I------+--_.__,t-----+-------!

A'

FIGURE 3 -e- TYPICAL 100 v....... VOO
30

28

2&

24

1
'22

�

·11 .q ·14

VOOlVOlTS)
·15 ·IH

CASE DIMI;NSIONS
CAS� 602A

8.0

FIGURE 4 -r- TYPIj)AL. OUTPUT CURIiIENT
........ OVTi'UT VOLTAGE

H- t-.
r-,

\1"-...- I-TA � 25DC�

"':'",
I'--

0 . __ VOl r-,
"0" Lt'Vtll

�[\�.

,

• 1\
0

r-,
f'\

0 -

1,\
"\

0

.'\ VQH

0 [\"I�r"'l
'\

"\
a

1\
0 --.- -- >--->-- �>- �

1'\
,_._

2 ['\

4,

2.0

-I.

;1

·1

.11 ·10 .8.0'12

Vuol, OUTPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS)

·6.0 -4.0
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MG1160G [continued]

LOGIC LI"VEL INTERFACE CIRCUITS

+S.OV ·S.OV

EXAMpLE 1- SUBSTRATE AT +5.0 V

.s.ov

112 MCII60

VGG

124

I

+13 V

EXAMrul-$UaSrRATE AT '13V

-nv ·I.OV

112 Memo

VGr. VOD

.'�V

��PoIPtE 3 - SUBST�AT£ AT GROUND

lr1 "CIIM

VGG \'�U

'�'
·27'1

·14 V

.13V

114 MCI489
l'"' RtCfivtf

-

·HV
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Append.ix p� List of Tape Deck Manufacturers

Alwa Intl� Corp.,
1 E. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois.
U.S.A.

Ampex Corp.,
401 Broadway,
Redwood City, California 94063
U.S.A.

Astro Science Corp.,
9700 factorial Way,
El Monte, California 91734
U.S.A.

Auricord, Div. Scovill Mfg.,
35 - 41 29th Street,
Long Is·lapd, Ci�y, N. Y. 11106
U.S.A.

Beokma n Instruments Inc.,
�500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fu11e:rton, California 92634
U.S.A.

Borg.,.Warner Controls Div.,
3300 S� Ha11adaYf
Santa Anna, ca1ifOl;:,nia 92702
U.S,A.

Bright Inqustries Inc.,
1 Maritime Plaza,
San Francisco, Calitornia 94111
U� S.A.

Broadcast E�ectronics Inc.,
SalO Brookvi:].le Road,
Silver Spr;ng, Md� 20910
U.S,A.

Cardion Electronics, Div. Gen. Signal Corp.,
Long Island Expwy.,
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797
U.S.A,
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Casco Music Systems Inc.,
56 Glenwood Avenue,
fIyde Park, Mass. 04136
U.S.A.

Crown Int I 1. Radio & Electronics corp , ,

1718 Mishawaka Road,
Elkhart, Ind. 46514
U. S .A.

Digi�Data Corp�,
4315 Baltimore Avenue,
Bladensburg, Md. 20710
U.S.A.

powa Trading Co. Ltd.,
60 Naniwa .... cxo,
Ikuta..,.Ku Kobe,
Jj\Pj\N

Dresser Systems Inc.,
l02Ql Westheimer Road,
Houston, . Texas 77001
U.S.A,.

E�ectronic Design Lal;>s Inc.,
Box 7837,

Phitadelphia, Pa.. ].9101
U.S.A.

Emi Electronics, Canada, Ltd.,
Box 1005,
Dartmouth, Nova scot;i.a.

Fen-Tone Corp.,
106 Fifth Ave.,
New York, �.Y. ].0011
U.S.A.

General Radio Co.,
300 Baker Ave.,
West Concord, Ma�s. 0],78].
U.S.A.
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oerrisoo Technology Corp .. ,

18435 Susana Road,
Compton, CalifQrnia 90221
U.S.A.

Geo space Corp.,
5803 Glenmont pr.,
Houston, Te�as 77036
U.S.A.

Geotech A Teledyne Co.,
3401 Shiloh Rd.,
Garland, Texas 75040
U.S.A.

Hewlett-Packard,
1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto California 94304
U.S.A.

Hpneywell Test Instruments Div.,
4800 E. Dry. Creek Rd.,
Denver, colo, 80217
U.S.A •.

Infotronics Corp.,
7800 Westglen Dr.,
Houston, Texas 77042
U .. S.A.

International Electro--Magnetic$ Inc.,
Eric Dr. & Cornell Avenue,
Palatine, Ill. 60067
U.S.A.

Jetronic Industries Inc.,
Main & Cotton $ts.,
Philadelphia, . Pa. 19127
u, S .A.

Kennedy Co. I

540 W. Woodbury Rd.,
Altadena, California 91001
U.S.A.
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Kinelogic Corp.,
873 S. Fair Oaks Avenue,
Pasadena, Califorl1ia 91105

V·S.A.

Lear Siegler Inc.,
3171 S. Bundy Dr.,
San�a Monica, California 90406
U.S.A.

Leach Corp.,
1499 Huntington Dr.,
South Pasadena, California 91030

U�S�A.

Lockheed Electronics co,.;
U.S. Hwy. 22,
Plainfield, N.J. 07061
U.S.A.

,Matsushita Electric Industrial Co, Ltd.,
Kadoma, Osaka,
JAPAN

Midwestern Instruments :t:nc.,
6422 E. 41st Street,
�lsa, Ok+a. 74135
U,S.A.

Mincom, Div. 3M Co.,
300 S. Lewis Road,
Camari 110, . California 93010
U.S.A.

3M Company,
3M Center,
st. Paul, Minn. 55101
U.S.2\.

�obark Instruments Corporation,
1038 w�st Evelynj\venue,
Sunnyvale, Cal-ifornia 94086
U. S .A.
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Pacific Electro Magnetics Co. Inc.,
942 Commercial street,
Palo Alto, California 94303
U.S.A�

Phillips Electronic Instruments,
750 S. Fulton Avenue,
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550
U.S.A.

Potter Instrument Co. Inc.,
Ea s t; Bethpage Road,
plain VieYl, N.Y. 11803
U.S�A.

Precision Instrumet+t Co.,
3170 Porter Drive,

.

palo Alto, caiifornia, 94304
U f S.A.

Raca I Electronics Ltp.,
Western Rd.,
Brackne II BifJ<s
ENGLAND

Raymond Engineering Inc.,
Smith Street,
Midqlet9wn, Conn. 06457
u. S .A.

RCA, Defense Electronics Products,
Marne Hwy. & Borton Landing Rd.,
Moorestown, N.J. 08057
UfS .A.

Recording Designs Ltd.,
Blackwater station EST,
camber ley, Surrey
ENGLAm>

Sander� Associates Inc.,
Daniel Webster HwY S,
Nashua, N.H. 03060
q,S.A.
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Sangamo Electric Co�,
Box 359,
Springfield, Ill. 6�705
U.S.A.

Sper+y Flight Systems,
21111 N. 19th Avenue,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85027
U.S.A.

Tally Corp.,
1310 Mercer Street,
Seattle� Wash. 98109
U.S.A.

Telectro Systems Corp.,
96 - 18 43rd Avenue,
Corona, N.Y. 11368
U.S.A.

Texas rnatrument.s Inc.,
Box 5474,
Dallas, Texas 75222
U.B.A.
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SECTION I

OIGIOECK GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1-1. Introduction.

The DigiDeck series tape transport brinqs the speed of magnetic tape and the convenience of
cassette recording to those applications requiring a low cost method for storing and retrieving
digital information. This includes small computer and computer terminal applications. The Digi
Deck is a compact data storaqe unit that operates with the velocity of high speed paper tape.
but without its associated noise. bulk. expense. and inconvenience. The Model 60 DigiDeck is
shown in Figure I.

The DigiOeck is (J general purpose. diqital data record/playback transport with two separate and
independent data tracks. Data is recorded on a standard Philips type cassette. The DigiOeck
moves the tape in either direction and. on command. reads the recorded data.

A spindle drive system rather than a capstan drive technique is employed. Spindle drive not only
gives much less tape wear but it allows easier bi-directional operation and faster access of
stored information.

Adapting the PigiDeck to most data systems is accomplished by the use of simple Input/Output
(I/O) interface circuitry. lnstallations depending all paper punch and teleprinter can now have
the convenience. speed, and accuracy of digital cassette recording. I/O signals and definitions
are presented in Section II of this manual.

International Computer Products (lCP) offers a variety of options such as biphase circuitry and
pushbutton switches. These will be explained in more detail in paragraph 1-9.

1-2. OigiOeck Models.

lep currently offers four basic DigiDeck models:

(a) Model 10: A tape transport unit with read electronics for two tracks plus elec
tronic servo circuits for motor speed control' and end of tape sensing.

(b) Model 20: A tape transport unit with write electronics for two tracks plus elec
tronic servo circuits for motor speed control and end of tape sensing.

(c) Model 60: A tape transport unit with read/write electronics for two tracks plus
electronic servo circuits for motor speed control and end of tape sensing.

(d) Model 65: A tape transport unit with read after write capability. This includes
read/write electronics for two tracks plus electronic servo circuits for motor speed
control and end of tape sensing.

'To facilitate customer mounting requirements. the DigiDeck is available with the deck unit
mounted vertically. at a 10 degree incline. or a 45 degree incline from the vertical.
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3. Specifications.

31. DigiOeck.

(a) Size: 4Y4" wide. 514" high. and 6%" deep
(b) Weight: 2 lbs.

(c) Temperature Range: O°C to 55°C ambient

(d) _ Humidity: 20% to 90%. non-condensing
(e) Power Requirements (Model 60):

+ 1 5 vdc. 0.15 amp. 3% regulation, 5 �v rms ripple and noise
-- 1 5 vdc. 0.07 amp. 3% regulation. 5 mv rrns ripple and noise

+5 vdc. 0.35 amp. 3% regulation. 3% ripple and noise

-I- 12 vdc. 1.5 amp, non-regulated. peak 1.0 amp. non-regulated. steady-state

3·2. Tape Cassette Requirements.
(a) Cassette Type: Standard Philips Cassettes; ICP certified Di�liCettes recommend

ed. refer to section 1- 7.

(b) Recommended Tape Size: 0.15" wide. 0,7 mil. thick. approximately 300' long
(c) Certification: Tapes should be certified for digital operation at the operating

density.

-3. System Performance
.. (a) Recording Density: 1600 flux reversals per inch maximum. 1100 flux reversals

per inch recornrnended.
(b) Storage Capacity: 3,7 x 106 flux reversals minimum per tape track with con-

stant recommended recording density on 300 foot cassette. 2.3 x 106 flux
reversals minimum per tape track with constant recommended data transfer
rate on 300 fuot cassette.

(c) Data Transfer Hates: Write Mode -- (recommended flux reversals/sec) 1100
times the tope speed in inches per second. Read Mode _._ in excess of 4.0 x

104 flux reversals/sec.
(d) Tape Speed (during read and write): Adjustable 4 to 15 ips at beqinninq of

tape
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

Spindle Speer! (RPM): 22.2 times the desired tape speed at beginning of tape.
,),7c' (IRewind Time: 90 seconds for 300 foot tape. Lh (/ 'j' /

-

!' ,/
(y',"-J "

::- ( < ("

Rewind Speed: 40 ips average.
lO{lc , ·{•. c,','"Start Time: ·:fff milliseconds (Max.) !);oj

Stop Tin'18: GO milliseconds (Max.)
Speed Control:

.
Servo controlled --'- constant spindle speed.

.,

(k) Number of Tracks: Two.

(I) EOT /BOT Sensinq: Optical detection of clear tape leader.

4. Input/Output Hequircments.

I DiqiDnck I/O loqic Ic-:vel,> are DTL/TTL compatible. Logic siqnal definitions are presented in
.ctior. II,
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1-5. Controls.

The DiuiDeck has 110 external controls: however. optional pushbutton switches are available.
See DiuiDeck Options, paraqraph 1·9.

1-6. Tape Speed Characteristics.

During normal recordinq operations. the constant speed motors of the DiqiDeck drive the take

up spindle at a steady rate. The velocity .of the tape increases approximately linearly as the di
ameter of the take-up spool increases. This is of no particular consequence since a qiven point
on the tape will move past tho head at the same speed durinq write or read operations. This

design allows for electromechanical simplicity resulting in a highly reliable tape transport The
read and write circuitry is desiqned to allow a variety of digital recording techniques.

An internal speed control is supplied with the DiqiDeck which adjusts tape speed from 4 to 15
inches per second referenced to the beginning of tape.

Tape speed can be controlled externally by rneans of the Delta Speed Input. Information about
this input line is provided in Section II.

1-7. DigiCette Cassette Tape.

lep certified DigiCettes are recornmended for use with the DigiDeck. DiqrCette cassette tape is
provided with a write interlock safety feature which prevents accidental erasure of previously

'. recorded tapes. The cassette has two knock-out interlock tabs. one on each side of the cassette
(top edge). These: knock-out tabs can be removed by applying slight forward pressure on the tab
with a small instrument !HICh as a key. When a cassette. with the left-hand interlock tab re

rnoved. is loaded into the OigiOeck. the Write Mode of operation cannot function.

The standard certified tape length is 275 feet (rnin.). although other certified lengths are availa
ble. A plastic storaqe case (alburn) is supplied with each tape cassette to provide a dust-free
container, The cassette. when labeled as per recording. is easily identified through the clear
front lid of the storage case.

1-7-1. Tape Cassette Handling.

The loading and unloading of DigiCette tape cassettes from the OigiDeck is simple and conve

nient and can be accomplished by performing the following steps (refer to Figure 1):

. i NOTE: Care should be exercised to keep DigiCettes and tape heads
,,"toG. free of dust and toreiqn matter. The tape and tope heads shouldnot be

� '\,t"v·::}. touched with the fingers as an oily film will be felt that may cause er-

.ro-'::.. (iJ�Q. rors in reading or writing. The tape heads should be cleaned with an

. �\\ -� approved liquid head cleaner after eight hours of operation.

a. To load, place tape cassette in cassette holder With open end of cassette down
toward tape head.

b. Press gently on center of the cassette case until it locks in place.

c. To unload. press cassette eject lever located directly above cassette and remove
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I. Software /\pplication.

ien the DigiDeck is used as part of a computer system. it provides a data storage/retrieval
,ability which is applicable to a wide variety of customer requirements. Under program con

. on-line storage of programs, libraries, or files permits rapid access to any portion of the

nrams. libraries, or files without operator intervention. Thus, fewer operator errors are en

nterod, givinU faster turn-around and higher through-put.

a program storage device, the DigiOeck significantly extends the capacity of computers with
)11 core memories. Bidirectional tape access permits large computer programs to be executed
a series of overlays. Check-points can be established for critical or lengthy program runs,

iltinq in fewer complete re-runs due to input data errors.

'ne/coPV operations for correcting, reproducing, or updating of files can be obtained by usinq
DigiDec�s. File sorting can be achieved with four DigiOecks. Thus, using the four DigiDeck

figuration, a transaction file can be sorted for merging with a master file, eliminating the
al manual step of hand sorting.

DigiDeck can be adopted to a computer system using paper tape, by the use of I/O inter
� circuitry, designed by the customer or by ICP interface engineers,

DigiDock Options.

-,. Biphase Encodinq/Decodinq Circuitry.

ional biphase cncodinq/decodinq circuitry is available with either the �,,10del 60 or Model 65
beck. This eliminates potential skew problems (inherent in separate data track and Clock
k recording) by combining data and clock on a single track, With this circuitry, interfacing in
)Iified and data capacity per cassette is increased. A simplified block diawc:rn and vveve

IS for this option are snown in Figure 2.

Z. Pushbutton Controls.

anal five-station pushbutton switches are available for the DigiDeck. The switch assembly is
ted below the tape transport and is wired to a separate connector at the rear of the unit.
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DIGIDECK BLOCK D!AGRAM AND INTERFACE INFOBMATlON

l • General.

! OiuiDeck Model 6!) Block Diaqrarn illustration is shown in Fiquro 3. The block diaqrarn may
altered to depict other DiqiDcck models. simply by deleting the appropriate blocks. (Fo:

irnple. the DigiDeck Model 60 does not include the Read after Write Head and the Read af
Write sWitching circuitry.)

.h Di9iDeck has two data channels available, these (He rcfnrred to as channel A and channel
The two channels are identical and each is independent of the other.

iinitions for the siqnals indicated on the block diagram illustration. are presented in paragraph

Input/Output Signals.

! DioiDeck input And output (interface) requirements arc best explained by descrihinq the
lal input/output command, and status; functions. The following arc basic definitions and
c signal explanations.

-',. General Definitions.

(a) Control Lines --- Those input lines which control the operation of the deck.

(b] Status Lines --- Those output lines which give indication of the mode, operation,
or performance of the deck.

(c) Siqna! lnpr-t Lines ._- Those input lines by which information (data, clock) is en

tercel into the dock for procossinq and/or storage.

(d) Signal Output Lines --- Those lines from which iutorrnation (data, clock) rnav be
taken from the deck.

(e) l.ogic "1" l.evel -- A DTL/TTL compatible voltage between 2.4 and 5.5 volts dc.

(f) Logic "0" Level - A DTt/TTL compatible voltage between --0.5 and +0.5 volts

dc.

2. Logic Signal Definitions.

(a) Control Input LilF;,;

1. HUN ---- Run (False) This is the input line to control tape motion. When

this iine is at iJ IO\lic
..

'I" level or has no connection made to it. the tape
motion is inhihitcd A IrIUic "0" level causes tape motion.

L. nrv·· -- Reverse Comrnand (False): This is the input line to control the

direction of thn ;CipC motion. Vvhon this linn is at a logic" 1" level or has no

COIII1PCt:Otl made to it. the deck is confiqure d for forward tape motion. A

loqic '0" level confi\jures (lie deck for reverse tape motion.
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3 FA:;r -- rd';t Mo t or S,wed (False): Thi�; IS the lIipul linn to control Iast

movement ·1 till! t"lpn. VVh{!n this line I!; ;if ;) k\�W; "1" level or 1i:1S Ill)

Ciil ,!:linn I iii I., In it. till: tilPI! will IHP!!; ;11 till' fHHfllid �,j)ppd, PIOV! kd the
l!tnl IIlput I:; (:11, hlud with a Ionic "0", A IO�llC "0" mr:lIt to Illis iilw C�HI(;(!S

tho tilpe to iI�()V() at hiU" speed for fast forward or re winri purposes.

4, 'IV/\

wn to

Channol j\ \tVritc Enable (False): This is the input line to control the

.ron lUI tape channel A A loqic "i" level or no connection to this

amplifier circuit to The read/write tape head. A logic "0" level on this line
enables the channel ;..\ write circuit. provided the write/erase protnction tab
on the cassette i:" in place, If the deck is confiqure d for read-after-write ca

lFl\)ilitV, the (,,;Ill amplifier will, be connected to the read after write tape
hi','.) (jurili'l \-'/nti) operation

5. 'lV'S .. CtJ:HlrHd II Write Enable [False): This i�) the input line to control the

V)ritl; oPC;;lllOI! for tape channel B The same COfl�;llj!!r(ltiops apply 10 this
lilll' as ilpply to \)'\jt\ except that they ;lppiy to tape chaunel B

6. DSF'I - Delta Speed Input: This is an analog input line 10 allow external con

trol of the motor drive durinq normal speed oueration. Tho Deiw Sp �cd V()ltdql� i:::
linGd added to the internal speed control reflJfCIl(:e ·.l()lldYll to increase or ell
Cn)d�;H the motor speed durinq the read or wnte operation, lf unused, this'lilll)

Sensitivity = 12.6 rnv/6rprn (spindle speed)
7. WOH - Write Data Hesot (False): A logic "0" level on this line serves to reset

the Biphasc write encoding circuitry prior to write operations. This line must be at

logic "1" or disconnected during write operations, This line has rneaninq only if
the deck is confiqurod with the Biphase option.

B. nDR -.-. Head Data Beset (False): A loqic "0" level on this line serves to reset
the Biphase read decoding circuitry prior to read oper attons. This line must be at

iO!Jic "-1- levei or disconnected duritu) read operations, This line has rneaninq only
If the deck is configured With the Biphase option.

(b) Status Lines.

1. OS --- Deck Status: A logic "1" level on this line indicates that a tape cas

sette is properly mounted and the end-of .. tape sensor lamp is operative. A

loqic "0" level on this line indicates that the cassette is missing or is irn

properly mounted or that the end of-tape sensor lamp is inoperative The
drive motors are inoperative if this line is at a lcqic "0" level.

2. WP ... _ Write Permission: A logic "1" level on this line indicates that a

cassette has been mounted and that the write/erase protection tab on the
cassette has not been removed. A IO�Jic "0" level on this line indic.ues that a

cassette is not in place or that the protection tab has been removed
..

When
this line is at a lOGiC "0" lovel the deck remains in the read mode irrespec
tive of the disposition of the Write Enable lines (W 1\ and WB)
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�!. EOTS - EIllI of Tape Sense: A I09i\� "1" level on this line indicntcs that
the EOT sensor is sensinq clear leader either at the be�pnllillg of t;lll!� or ill
the end of tape. A loqic "0'; level on the line indicates that opaque tape is
over the sensor.

-.--.- ... �,�

4. HVVr --- Read Writ,� Permission: A logic" 1" level on this line indicates
that reading or writing is permitted. This condition is allowed if the motor is
runninq: the motor is Lip to speed; and end of tape is not sensed. A IO�Jic
"0" level indicates that reading or writing should not be allowed.

5. ,R,,�7p �- Read Write Permission [False]: This line is the logical complement
of RWP.

6. EOTM ---- End of Tape Motion Delay: This line has meaning only when
EOTS is at a logic "'1" level. If the RUN line is dropped from logic ''1'' level
to 10Uic "0" level or if the REV line changes state when the nUN line is at a

loqic "0" level. EOTM will change from a logic "0" to a 10�Jic "1" after a

short (approximately 20 milliseconds) timing delay. EOTM will stay at Ionic
"1" for approximately 2 seconds and then will return to 109ic "0". Tape mo
tion is enabled durinq the time EOTM is at togic "1", if the RUN input is at

logic "0", If at the end of the 2 second EOTM delay, the EOTS line is at tho
logic "1" level. tape motion will stop. This signal. when used in conjunction
with EOTS and the tape motion commands. HUN and REV can provide true

end-of-tape or beginning of-tape information. Refer to the application note at
the end of this manual.

7. EOTM -- End of Tape Motion Delay (False): This line is the logical comple
ment of EOTM.

8. MSO -� Motor Speed Output: This is an analog output line which provides
a negative voltage proportional to the operating speed of the driving motor .

. Voltage level = �- 12.6 rnv/rprn (spindle speed)
9. EXT REF -- This is an internally generated+ 5.6 J::O.5 volt source referenced

to Sig Com which may be used externally; Maximum current drawn from
this line should not exceed 2 milliamperes.

(c) Signal Input Lines

1. WDA - Channel A Write Data Input: This is the input data line to write
data on tape channel A. When this line is at a logic "0" level the input data
is assumed to be logic "0". When this line is at a logic "1" level or has no

connection made to it, the input data is assumed to be logic "1".

2. WD S -- Channel B Write Data Input: This is the input data line to write
data on tape channel S, The same considerations apply to this line as apply
to WDA except that they apply to tape channel 8.
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�. wei -- Write Clock Input: This is the channel A data clock input. This in
put line has moaning only if the OigiOeck is configured with the Biphase op
tion. The clock must be a 2f clock: i.e. two clock pulses per data bit period.
Data must be valid when the clock is high. Clock pulse width must be
greater than 100 nanosec. When in operation. the clock is combined with
channel A data and the resultant is written on tape.

(d)· Signal Output Lines

1. RDA .--. Channel A Read Data Output: This is the output data line for data
written on tape channel A. The output data has the same polarity as the

input data: i.e. a logic "0" level on the data input line when writing a record
will produce a logic "0" level on the data output line when reading the same

record. The same applies to a logic "J
"

input.

2. RDA � Channel A Read Data Output (False): This line is the logical com

plement of RDA. It is available only if the OigiOeck is configured with the
Biphase option:

3. ROB -- Channel B Read Data Output: This is the output data line for data
written on channel B. The same considerations apply to this line as apply to

RDA except that they apply to tape channel B. If the DigiDeck is configured
for Biphase operation. the data written on channel B (and read from the
channel B output) may be the same as that written on channel A. or the

complement of the data on channel A. or data completciy independent of
channel A The selection is by means of a strapping option on the Biphase
circuit care.

4. ROB .:.._ Channel B Read Datil Output (False): This line is' the logical com

plement of RDB. It is available only if the DigiOeck is configured with the
Biphase option.

5. RCO -- Read Clock Output: This is the channel A data clock output. This
output line has meaning only if the DigiDeck is configured with the Biphase
option This line is normally at logic "0" level except when data is being
read. When data is being read. one clock pulse is produced lor each data bit.
Data is valid and relates to a given clock pulse during the time the clock
pulse is at ,1 logic "1".

-.� .....-

6. BeO - - Re2:i Clock Output (False): This line is the loqical complement of
RCO. ii is available only if the OigiOeck is configured with the Biphase op
tion.

DigiDed< Interface Connector.

trical connection to the DigiOeck is made through a card cd�le connector located at the rear
re unit The 1/0 connector pin configuration is shown in Tobie 1.
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Table 1. Input/Output Connector Pin COIl1f�jurCltion.

PIN NAME FUNCTION

1

2

3

4

5

-Reg
WP

REV

WB

EOTM

RWP

*WCI·
Spare
WDA

+5 vdc

RDA

*RDff
"RCO

ROB

RWP

J:OTS
URG

Chassis Grd

Sig Com

Ext Ref

DSPI

MSO

RUN

EOTM

·RCO

·WDR
WA

5V Grd

WDB

*Rr5A
·RDB

Spare
OS

FAST

+ Reg
+ Unreg

Negative Requlated Voltaqo Input (.- 1 5 vdc)

Write Permission

Reverse Command (False)

Channel B Writn Enable (False)
End of Tape Motion Delay
Read Write Permission

Write Clock Input
Biphase Card

Channel A Write Data

Logic Circuits 5 volt input
Channel A Read Data Output
Read Data Reset (False)
Read Clock Output
Channel B Read Data Output
Read Write Permission (False)
End of Tape Sense

Unregulated Supply Return (Ground)
Used to ground tho deck frame

Regulated Supply Hefnrence

Internally generated voltage reference

Delta Speed Input (Analog)
Motor Speed Output (Analog)
Run Command (False)
End of Tape Motion Delay (False)
Read Clock Output (False)
Write Data Reset (False)
Channel A Write Enable (False)

Logic Circuits 5 volt return

Channel B Write Data Input
Channel A Read Data Output (False)
Channel B Read Data Output (False)
Deck Connector

Deck Status

Fast Motor Speed (False)
Positive Regulated Voltage Input (-+ 15 vdc)

Unregulated Voltage Input (+ 12 vdc)

7

3

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1\.

3

)

:

.J

J

<

r

J

I

These functions are available only when tile Dl9.iDeck is confiqured With tho Biphase option,
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SECTION III

CONTROL SE�UENCE

-1.
. Deck Status.

rior to initiating a DigiDeck command. the Deck Status (DS) line must be checked to deterline if the' cassette is properly mounted and the end of tape sensor is operational. An addional status line (WP) is provided to indicate if the write protection tab has or has not been.moved from the cassette.

2. Commands.

ornrnands are constructed by using a combination of the following control lines:
---HUN REV FAST -WA or WB

!wind Logic "'0" logic "0"' logic "'0" logic "1"iad Logic "0" logic "1" logic "J "

logic "'1"rite Logic "0" logic "'1" Logic "1" Logic "0"st Forward logic "0" logic "1" logic "0" Logic "1"
len

.. a command has been issued which causes tape motion and clear leader is being sensed,est mav be performed to determine the true boginning or end of tape. This may be done byng the End of Tape Motion Delay (EOTM) line, the End of Tape Sense (EOTS) line, and the-wardlneverse (ilEV) control line. The EOTM line will remain at a logic "1" for approximatelyseconds nlt(:r tape motion is initiated. When EOlM goes to logic "0", the EOTS line shouldexamined If the end of tape is still being sensed (EOTS is at loqic "1 "I. b�ginning or end ofe IlWY be inferred Iroin the direction control line (Rev).
lEV is a logic "1", the end of tape is indicated, i!"REV is a logic "0", the beginning of tape isicated. If EOTS is a loqic "0" when EOTM returns to logic "0", or if EOTS fal!s to logic "O�'le EOTtv'! is still at logic "1", clear leader IS no longer being sensed and the tape is in motion)SS the head.

Hewind Mode.

e initiated, rewind continues until interrupted by a command change or until clear tape'er is sensed at the beginninu of tape. When this occurs EOTS goes to logic "J
"

and the! motion stops.

Read IViodc.

read operations the OS line must first be checked to determine if the dcck is oporational.control lines ale then contiqurcd for read operation. The Head/Write Permission (RWP) stainc must be checked to determine if read operations are allowed. Reading should not take� until this status lim is at ('I I(lgic "1" level. During the read operation, the RWP line andDS line should .b,) monitored continuously to determine proper deck operation The Read
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M()(h! will continuo until ;: C()lIlrndlld is i:;',llcd to stop t'lpC mot 011 or until ck,�r !.:;yl"':r ::;

!uqie "1 "),

3 5. VVrito Modo.

Write operations will only bl! allowed if the write protection tab on the cassette has not helm

removed. This is indicated by the Write Permission (WP) line, This line must be ex.unincd <It the

time tho DS line is checked. The write enable lines iW/I. and �vi'l) must �)tJ in the writn configu
ration prior to initiation of tapn motion and must remain in the Write Mode until tap4-! motion is

ceased to minimize switching transients. Data input cannot beqin until after the R'NP line goes
to logic "1", Data presented, to the input data lines will be recorded until tape motion is inter

rupted or until the deck is switched to read.

3-6. fast Forvvard Mode.

Fast Forward operation is similar to the Rewind Mode; Other than the selection of a different

direction, the same checks must be made as were performed for the fbwind Mode. Tape mo

tion continues until clear tape leader is sensed at the end of tape unless interrupted by a control
line change.
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APPENDIX

APPLICATION NOTE

DIGIOECK EDT/BOT SENSING

MOTION DELAY

Motion Delay (EOTM) is an output status line which has rneaninq only if tape motion is
sd when EaTS is at a logic" 1" (sensing clear tape leader). If the RUN line falls from logic
oIoqic "0" when the EaTS tine is high (logic "1") or if the RUN line is low (logic "0") and
HV line changes states while EaTS is high, the Motion Delay (EOTM) will change from
"0" to logic "1" after a short internal timing delay of approximately 20 milliseconds. The

In Delay (EOTM) will stay high (logic "1") for approximately 2 seconds and then will return
jic "0". If the EaTS line is still high at the end of the EOTM delay, tape motion stops and
) beginning of tape (BOT) or end of tape (EOT) can be derived from the direction command

. ale four conditions which cause arnbiquities in determining the end of tape or beqinninq
ie. The following four cases show how to determine EOT IBOT.

.

. ,
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CASE 1

THE TAPE POSITION IS SUCH THAT THE BEGINNING OF TAPE LEADER

IS SENSED (EOTS IS HIGH).
'

I I
'----- +-�---'--'-)--'�-"-�-

EDTS r I :
��UN- �--1 1

, _

I I

EOTM : r------�!.-�-,__!_j ----

,

I I
I I
I

I,

FWD MOT _'.l_r----f----,
---

I
'

. I '

I
'

, ,

DETECT EaT _,_I _A_ .

_

I I
J-..!- 2. 5(!C ---...j

A FORWARD COMMAND IS GIVEN.

THE EOTM ONE SHOT IS FIRED.

THE FOR\-I/ARD MOTOR OPEHATES FOR
T\,JO S ECQNDS

THE TRUE END OF TAPE IS
DETECTED AT THE NEGATIVE-GOING
END OF EOTM.

CASE 2

THE TAPE POSITION IS SUCH THAT THE END OF TAPE LEADER IS SENSED

(EOTS IS HIGH).

THE FORWARD MOTOR OPERATES
::ONTINUOUSLY.

I
I

RUN --l ,. _

___ .. 1___ I
EOTS i 1__+ _

I - I

EOTM -�_Lj-'--l_,-I II '

FWD MOT I r I
-- II

i--"- 2 sec-�

A FORWARD COMMAND IS GIVEN.

EOTS GOES LOW WHEN TAPE I S t�OVED
OFF LEADER.

THE EOTM ONE SHOT IS FIRED.
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F I GUHE 5 •. EOT/BOT Hf\vEFOHMS -- CASE 3 AND CASE 4

CASE 3

THE TAPE POSITION IS SUCH THAT THE BEGINNING OF TAPE LEADERi

l� SENSED (EOTS IS HIGH),
,

EOTS r-- I I
I

RUN --1t.- 1
__

I I

EOTM _-..IIr 1__1--
I
I

RE MOT
__I.Y-'

I

I
I L,-._
I I
� 2. sec-�

A REVERSE COMMAND IS GIVEN.

T�E [OTM ONE SHOT IS FIRED.

I
I

I

TH!IE RE.VERSE fv10TOR OPERATES FOR
TWO SgCONDS.

f

TH TRUE BEGINNING OF TAPE ISDE [CTED AT THE NEGATIVE�GOI NGEN
.

OF EOTfv't. DETEe LOT

CASE 4

L

TS IS HIGH),

TAPE POSITION IS SUCH THAT THE END 0 TAPE LEADER IS SgNSED
, I I

RUN
-.LJ

_

I I
.

.

I
OTS ---+-!' -l..____.I__

I . �--i'.:_DTM .

--

1-1-.
.

REV MOT _.__j__r- :
I I

�-?-. sec4

A EVERSE CQf,1rv1AND IS GIVEN I

S GOES LOW WHEN TAPE IS MOVED
LEADER.

'

THE REVERSE MOTOR OPERATES
CON TI NUOUSLY,
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I I ClJi(i: G, [0 i/BnT 11DH CIIMn,

The Iollowinq flow chart provides spl�cific inforrna ion re(jcJfding the use of several of tho DifP�peck status and control lines for positive end of tape detnrrnination. The procedure i�; suffi
ciently general to (illow either hardware or softwar. implementation

c-------·)BOTiEoT
Dnce Tl ON

--*----- -

I'

CUES THE Bor/roOT TEST PAST

THE TRIGGER DELAY OF THE

EOTM ONE SHOT

-_ ..

_--_._-_.-------

EOTS::]
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Ph¥Eiica.1 LayOlJts qf Digital Circuit: Cards
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Appenc;J.ix G. Modifications Required for 4-Channel Operation

No changes are necessary for the record process.

Depressing the 4-channel push button on the operator's

console results in the setting of the four channel flag and

all necessary clocks are charged accordingly. In addition,

record instruction 2 is configured to, cause the multiplexer

counter to count to four (thus causing 4 channels to be

sampled rather than three) when the 4-channel flag is set

(this is simply the 3-channel flag set to "0").

The block format changes from that shown in figure

3.5 (b) to that in figure G- L.

For' the playback process it is necessary to change

the 0.25 't: and 0.501: time delays to 150us and 300us res

pectively. This may be done in the same manner as was done

for decoding during 3-channel recording. Figure G-2 illus

trates the technique and the experimentally determined resister

size which is necessary_
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FIG. G.I
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Appendix H. Parts· List

Cl lOpf C23 SOOpf C82 O.04uf

C2 120pf C24 1600uf C83 SOOpf

C3 270pf C2S 270pf C84 SOOpf

C4 SOOpf C26 SOuf C8S SOOpf

CS IOnf C27 3300pf C86 O.02uf

C6 IOnf C28 lOOpf C87 SOOpf

C7 SOuf C29 SOOpf C88 lSOpf

C8 SOOpf c30 82nf C89 ISOpf

C9 12.Suf c31 SOOpf C90 SOOpf

CIO SOOpf c32 2.Suf C91 SOOpf

ell SOOpf C33 SOOpf C92 SOOpf

C12 16uf C34 SQOpf C93 S'OOpf

Cl3 16uf C3S SOOpf C94 ISOpf

Cl4 2Suf C36 SOOpf C9S ISOpf

CIS SOOpf e37 SOOpf C96 82pf

C16 lOnf C38 100uf C97 82pf

C17 SOOpf C39 SOOpf C98 ISOpf

Cl8 SOOpf c40 100uf C99 82pf

Cl9 IOnf C41' SOOpf CIOO 42pf

C20 SOOpf. C79 SOOpf CIOI ISOpf

C21 SOOpf C80 SOOpf CI02 82pf

C22 64uf C81 20,OOOpf CI03 42pf
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R1 S.2K R24 190 R47 ISO

R2 22K R25 ISO R4S 20K

R3 lSK R26 33K R49 5.6K

R4 ISO R27 lS0 R50 ISO

R5 56 R2S lOOK R51 ISO

R6 4.7K R29 S2K R52 ISO

R7 56 R30 5.6K R53 ISO

RS 4.7K R31 5�6K R54 ISO

R9 12K R32 12K R55 2K

RIO ISO R33 S.2K R56 27K

Rl1 lSK R34 150 R57 ISO

R12 ISO R35 l.SK R5S ISO

R13 ISO R36 180 R59 ISO

R14 lSK R37 1.8K R60 47K

R15 15K R38 ISO R61 ISO

R16 47K R39 1.8K R62 20K

R17 ISO R40 180 R63 20K

R1S 56 R41 l.SK R64 1. 5K

R19 4.7K. R42 ISO R65 1.5K

R20 ISO R43 1.8K R103 150

R21 ISO R44 ISO R104 1.1

R22 56 R45 ISO R105 "

R23 4.7K R46 68K R106 "

I
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R107 150 R130 18K R153 180

R108 II R131 " R154 180

R109 " R132 " R155 180

R110 18K R133 " R156 18K

RIll " R134 180 R157 18K

Rl12 " R135 180 R158 12K

Rl13 " R136 6.8K R159 121<

Rl14 " R137 39K R160 820

Rl15 " R138 5.6K R161 "

Rl16 " R139 47K R162 1.5K

Rl17 " R140 180 R163 1.5K

Rl18 "

R141 180 R164 680

Rl19 " R142 180 R165 "

R120 " R143 18K R166 18K

R121 " R144 180 R167 6.8K

R122 " R145 22K R168 22K

R123 " R146 22K R169 18K

R124 " R147 5.6K R170 6.8K

Ri25 " R148 2.2K R171 22K

R126 " R149 2.2K R172 2K

Rl,27 " RISO lSK R173 20K

R128 " RlSl lSK R174 1K

R129 " RlS2 180 R17S "
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R176 IK Q9 2N4126 Q32 2N'4126

R177 "

QI0 2N4264 Q33 MPS834

R178 "

Qll 2N4126 Q34 MPS834

R179 "

Q12 n

Q35 2N4402

Rl80 "

Q13 "

Q36 2N4402

R181 150 Ql4 "

Q37 2N3646

Rl82 "

Ql5 "

Q38 "

R183 "

Ql6 II

Q39
.

"

Rl84 "

Ql7 "

Q40 "

RI85 "

Ql8 "

Q41 "

R186 "

Q19 "

Q42 "

R187 "

Q20 "

Q43 "

Rl88 IK Q21 "

Q44 "

R189 " Q22 "

Q45 "
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